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To FRQ (Ops)

From: MILOS GP HQ

Date :<JBDec 94

Sub SrroA~IQI Jlf GOHA AREA CAMPS AS A'f Q812QQ BRS DEG 94.

Attached please find a copy on the above mentioned subject for
your information.
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TO: MILOB HQ KIGALI
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INFO: HQ UNAMIR KIGALI /I FC / DCOS /I
CO TUNBAT

FROM: COMD HQ MILOB SECTOR 5

SUBI: SITUATION IN GOMA AREA CAMPS AS AT 081200 HRS DEC 94

1. MILOB Sector 5 HAC TM LDR met today with AlDirector UNHCR GOMA and
Senior Protection Officer to discuss the current situation in Goma and the area of the camps

GOMA SITUATION

2. Investigation of the recent incidents in thearea of KATALE CAMP is now complete.
A total of 27 Rwandese are known to have been killed in this incident with some 77
wounded. This serious incident bas caused not only a general heightening of tension in the
region but has led to some friction between the local Zaire government ( which did not
sanction the military handling of the affair ) and Zaire civilians in this region. The mayor
of GOMA is scheduled to meet 08 Dec 94 with the AlDirector UNHCR Goma to discuss
what steps may be taken to prevent such problems in the future.

3. The Zaire army has further increased tensions by ordering, apparently unilaterally,
Rwandese refugees living outside of current "official" camps to move. UNHCR Goma
confirms that the refugees were given no clear direction to move into the sponsored camps.
That they are doing so is strictly a function of their seeking some form of protection under
the umbrella of the UN and NGO aid agencies there. At this time an estimated 120,000
persons are in the process of moving from their former locations in the "unofficial" camps
and other areas of concentration. The zaire army is yet to take any steps to provide security
to these persons despite requests from UNHCR Goma through the local government.

4. UNHCR Goma has initiated steps to assist in the movement of these persons to the
established camps. In addition to the problems of providing transport, UNHCR notes the
following problems:

a. as camp populations are increased ( KATALE camp is expected to double in
size ) there has been no agreement reached with the Zaire government to
establish new camp boundries i.e. increase the physical size of the camps.
Overcrowding in the camps bas in the past led directly to security incidents.

b. the introduction of the "new" populations into the camps changes the nature
of those camps i.e. new chefs de commune ( many not yet under the influence
of the current camp "Ieadership", etc. Again, an increase in violent incidents
is possible and probable.

•
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"5. Most pressing concerns vis-a-vis security in the Goma area camps at this time
continue to be:

a. security of UN/NGO staffs in Goma;

b. security of UN/NGO staffs working in the camps; and .

c. prevention of security incidents among camp populations.

PROPOSAL FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF A
MILITARY LIASON OFFICE IN ZAIRE

6. UNHCR GOMA discussed a proposal currently under discussion between that office
and Geneva concerning the establishment of a wMilitary Liason Office" in Zaire. The
purpose of this office would be to provide an interface between UNHCR and the Zaire
military / garde civil that is both creditable and knowledgeable. Possible organization and ,
status of this office was discussed in general terms. UNHCR GOMA views the likelyhood
of a UN or multi-national military/police intervention in the zaire camps as being remote
at this time. They therefor view the introduction of a military liason office as a workable
immediate solution to their daily problems with the zaire military.

7. Finally, A1Director UNHCR GOMA expressed some concern with the passage of
information and the accuracy of that information through various channels to the SRSG in
Kigali. The Chief Protection Officer expressed her satisfaction with the present close
cooperation with MILOB Sector 5 and with the mutual exchange of information of mutual
interest. The regular meetings of the UNHCR GOMA Protection/Security staff and MILOB
Sector 5 continue to be an effective medium for this exchange.

8. The A1Dicector closed the meeting by again requesting the opportunity to directly
discuss the Goma sitnation and other concerns directly with the Force Commander at an
early opportunity.

~hQ
AM Austdal
LCol
Comd MILOB Sector 5
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Copy No. .. .of .

UNANIR
FORCE HQ
Kigali

3000.15(Ops)

See Distribution

C· August, 94.

Reference:

A. Operation Order No. 16 dated 25 July 94 ..

I. The following amendments have been made to OPO 16.

a. ~K~~tL':t~ON.. Para 6b must now read "UNJ.I..iViIR Forces
engaged in the Relief in Place Operations wlll work under
Chapter VI during all Phases II •

b. Para 6c must now read "Four Infantry ba'ttalions
(three mechanized and one m'otorized) 11

c. Para 7b. Phase II must now read as follow:

(1) R~J.j.ef in Place ~~.j:~j.on. Relief in Place
operation with a view to replace FCF in Sector 4 by
UNl~lIR troops. In that, GHANBATT (Bn+) will deploy in
Sector 4A J One Mechanized Inf Battalion (Bn (+)) in
Sector 4B J One Motorized Inf Battalion (Bn (+)) In
Sector 4C.

(2) At the same time I deployment of one motorized
battalion in Sector 5, one Engineer Company in Sector
1 and two Independent Infantry Companies in Sectors 2
and 3 will continue, accompanied by the deployment of
suppoting elements, UNMOs and l.JNCIVPOL.

)

d. Para 8a. Delete second sentence. Para will now read
"~rouping. Full strength of 800 personnel and 50
APCs.

e. Para 9a. Delete the second sentence.
read as follows:

1 of 9
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"~rouR:t1!9:. As per UN Table of Organisation and
equipment (approx strength 800 personnel) 11.

f. Para 10 will now be as follows:

a. §],::9uping. As per UN Table of
Organization and equipment (approximate strength
800 personnel) .

b. Deployment. The Battalion will be deployed
at Sector 5 after detailed recce by own troops
and based on information received from MILOBs.
Sector HQ will be located at RUHENGERI. A
suggested deployment is shown at Annex B.

(l)~has~--l. Carry out necessary ground
recce prior to commencing Phase-II.

(2) Ph~se-~I. Deploy as per plan in
Sector 5.

(3) Phase- III.

(a) Be fully operational.

(b) Provide
requirement.

armed escorts on

(c) Establish safe
displaced persons
camps by s tat i c
patrolling.

haven areas for
and secure these

guards/mobile

(d) Conduct exchange of refugees/
displaced persons on orders from Force
HQ Humanitarian Cell.

(e) Provide escorts on order to
provide security to humanitarian aid
convoys and distribution points.

(f) Participate in securi ty operations
with local authori ties such as Communal
Police and Gendarmerie.

2
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(g) Undertake, control measures (road
blocks, cordon and -search, etc) in
conjunction with local authorities.

(h) Undertake deterrent operations
with local authorities against illegal
groups.

(i) Control the main axis in Sector 5.

(j) Monitor border crossing by
refugees and armed individual/groups in
own area of responsibility.

(k) Control and monitor all movements
from ZAIRE to own area of
responsibility.

(1) Provide security. in large t0wns.

(m) Protect airfield/strip(s) in own
area.

(n) Detain/arrest any suspected
individual/groups and hand them over to
local authority.

(0) Guard UN installations in own area.

(4) Phase-IV. Handover all responsibilities
to Rwandese Armed Forces.

g. Para 11 will now be as follows:

11. Motor~zed Battalion

a. Grouping. As per UN Table of Organization ~
and equipment (Approx strength 800 personnel) .

b. ~~~~nt. The battalion will be deployed
in Sector 4c after detailed recce by own troops
and based on information received from l'vlILOBs.
Sector HQ will be at CYANGUGU. A suggested
deploYment is shown at Annex B.

(1) !lhases I. Carry out necessary ground
recce prior to commencing Phase II.

3
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(2) Phase-II. Conduct IIRELIEF IN
Operation and deploy as 'per plan
replacing French troops in Sector 4C.
(3) Phase-III

(a) Be fully operational.

(b) Provide
requirement.

armed escorts on

(c) Establish safe haven areas for
displaced persons and secure these
camps by static guards/mobile
patrolling.

(d) Conduct exchange of refugees/
displaced persons on orders from Force
HQ Humanitarian Cell.

(e) Provide escorts on order t o
provide security to humanitarian aid
convoys and distribution points.

(f) Participate in securi ty opera tions
with local authorities such as Communal
Police and Gendarmerie.

(g) Undertake, control measures (road
blocks, cordon and search, etc) in
conjunction with local authorities.

(h) Undertake deterrent operations
with local authorities against illegal
groups.

(i) Control the main axis in
Sector 4c.

(j) Monitor border crossing by
refugees and aDmed individuals/groups
in own area of responsibility.

(k) Provide security in large towns.

(1) Protect airfield/strip (s) in own
area.

(rn) Detain /arrest any suspected
individual/groups and hand them over to
local authority.

4
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(n) Secure the road passing through the
forest in the area of responsibility by
patrolling.

(0) Ensure that RGF troops are not in
defensive positions.

(p) Guard UN installations in own area.

(q) Maintain close liaison with FCF
till their departure.

(4) .!?):!<:;§§-IV. Handover all responsibilities
to Rwandese Armed Forces.

h. Para 12 will now read:
QompaJ!Y~_Q:rle".

12. 11I~<iependent Motorized

i. Para 13 will now read:
Company Two 11 •

j. Para 13b l will now read:

13. "_Illdependent Mot;:orized

b. Deployment. The Company will be deployed in
Sector 2 after detailed recce by own troops and based
on information received from MILOBs. Sector HQ will be
located at KIGALI. A suggested deployment is 'shown at
Annex B.

k. Para 13 c I z ) will now read" (2) Phase-II. Deploy as
per plan in Sector 2.

1. Para 14 will now read as follows:

14. Independent Motorized Company Three

a. Grouping. As per UN Table of Organization ~
and equipment (max strength 200 personnel) .

b. Deployment. The Company will be deployed in
Sector 1 after detailed recce by own troops and
based on information received from MILOBs. Sector
HQ will be located at BYUMBA. A suggested
deployment is shown at Annex B.

c. Tasks.

(1) Phases I. Carry out necessary ground
recce prior to commencing Phase II.

5
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(2) ?hase-II. Deploy as per plan in
Sector 1.

(3) Phase- III

(a) Be fully operational.

(b) Provide
requirement.

armed escorts on

(c) Establish safe haven areas for
displaced persons and secure these
camps by static guards/mobile
patrolling.

(d) Conduct exchange of
refugees/displaced persons on orders
from Force HQ Humanita~ian Cell.

(e) Provide escorts on order to
provide security to humanitarian aid
convoys and distribution points.

(f) Participate in securi ty operations
with local authorities such as Communal
Police and Gendarmerie.

(g) Undertake, control measures (road
blocks, cordon and search, etc) in
conjunction with local authorities.

(h) Undertake deterrent operations
with local authorities against illegal
groups.

(i) Control the main axis in Sector 1.

(j) Monitor border crossing by
refugees and armed individual/groups in
own area of responsibility.

(k) Provide security in large towns.

(1) Protect airfield/strip(s) in own
area.

(m) Detain/arrest any suspected
individual/groups and hand them over to
local authority.

6
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(n ) Monitor/guard RPF sites in own
area.

( 0) Guard UN installations in own
area.

m. Change subsequent paras as follows:

(1 ) Para 14 to Para 15.

(2 ) Para 15 to Para 16.

(3) Para 16 to Para 17.

(4) Para 17 to Para 18.

(5) Para 18 to Para 19.

(6) Para 19 to Para 20.

( 7) Para 20 to Para 21.

(8) Para 21 to Para 22.

(9 ) Para 22 to Para 23.

(10) Para 23 to Para 24.

(11) Para 24 to Para 25.

(12) Para 25 to Para 26.

(13) Para 26 to Para 27.

(14) Para 27 to Para 28.

(15 ) Para 28 to Para 29 (Note change in bdry between ~,

Sector 4B and 4A) .

(16) Para 29 to Para 30.

t--

(17 ) Para 30 to Para 31.
~

(18) Para 31 to Para 32.

(19 ) Para 32 to Para 33.

(20) Para 33 to Para 34.

(21 ) Para 34 to Para 35.

7
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(22) Para 35 to Para 36.

(23) Para 36 to Para 37.

(24) Para 37 to Para 38.

(25 ) Para 38 to Para 39.

(26 ) Para 39 to Para 40.

(27) Para 40 to Para 41.

(28) Para 41 to Para 42.

o. All other paragraphs of Reference A remain ur.ce.t-B:rg:rl.

p. In the Distribution please insert IIMechanized Bn 3
after Mechanized Bn 2.

2. All are requested to make the necessary amendments.

f
~ "

I i., J)\ /"--
IRA DALL~E
~~n)
Force 'C3ommander

Annex:

B. Revised Inter Battalion Boundaries.

Distribution:

External:

'U.I.

",Action:

~ILOB GP HQ
GHANBATT
Mechanized Bn 2
Mechanized Bn 3
Motorized Bn
Indep Motorized Coy 1
Indep Motorized Coy 2
Indep Motorized Coy 3

1
2
:3
4
5
6
7
8

8
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Force Engr Coy
Force Sig Sqn
Force Field Hospital
UNCIVPOL

Information:

UN SECRET

9
10
11
12

~~PKO ( Mission Planing Service ) 13
French Coalition Force 14

Internal:

Action:

DFC 15
CAO 16
COO 17

HP"C 18
C Plans 19
CLog 0 20
CMPO 21
FSO 22
Camp Comdt 23

Information:

SRSG's Office 24
File 25
Spare 26 31

#

9
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1. The death of the President on 06 April 94 marked a series
of border jumping following the war that ensured. The refugees
have indicated their intentions to come back to their homes
because the situation has turned back to normalcy. These SOPs
describe procedures to be followed in the return of exi led
citizens of Rwanda.

2. The aim of these SOPs is to outl ine procedures for the
smooth return of Rwandese persons from exile.

3. The following categories comprise personal i ties wi th the
intention of returning to their homes:

a. Politicians.

b. Ex Govt Officials.

c. Ex Militants/Gendarmerie.

d. Militias.

e. Ordinary Rwandese People.

4, One who IS engaged in politics as a profession. This person
can be selected and officiated with a political party or simply
engaged in politics as a profession. Th i s category involves
persons as shown hereunder:

a. Party President.

b. Cabinet Ministers.

c. Politburo Members.

d. Parliamentarians.

1
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5. Any individual who was employed by the government and
exercised senior responsibility and who acted as representative
of his government. The persons meant are as follo~s:

a. GovernorsjPrefectjBomgamesters etc.

b. Govt Functionaries.

c. Appointees of Parastatals.

d. Govt Appointees.

EX MILITARY/GENQARMERIE

6. Any members who were or are in active service. Retired army
officers with influence. These are:

a. RGF jRGA.

b. Gendarmerie.

c. Police.

d. Retired Army Officers.

MILITIAS

7. These are armed wings of political parties protecting
interests of political parties. Party faithful Is Armed but are
not members of the army.

ORDINbRY RWANDESE PEOPLE

8. These are the rank and file who are citizens of Rwanda by
birth and nationality.

9. DETAILED PROCEDURES ON RETURN. The following procedure is
to be followed by applicants:

a. Any individual or group of persons wishing to return
to Rwanda is to contact the nearest UNHCR or UNAMIR Troops.

b. Returnees are to fill
application forms (Annex A).

in four copies of the

10. ACTION BY SECTORHQ'S/LIAISON STAFF. The following must be
done by the contacted HQ or Liaison Teams:

a. Ensure that individual particulars are filled in
properly.

b. Forward copies onward to HAC at Force HQ.

2
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done by the contacted HQ or Liaison Teams:

a. Ensure that individual
properly.

particul ars are filled In

b. Forward copies onward to HAC at Force HQ.

c. Collate all information in respect of the returnees.

d. Maintain a record of returning citizens.

e. continue to monitor the situation.

f. Conduct administration of returnees to assist them being
placed under the care of ICRC/UNHCR.

g. Where the ICRC/UNHCR is not available, Sector HQ lS to
move these people to the nearest ICRC/HCR Office?

11. ACTION BY HAC. The HAC will receive forms from all sectors
and forward them to the Government Ministry of Interior[
Information to UNAMIR Political Office for guidance where
necessary. Pass down information to Sector HQs and inform
ICRC/UNHCR of intended future tasks.

12. The Sector HQs will do the following:

a. Inform individual returnees about the procedure of
movement and their clearance,.

b. Prepare escorts in continuation with RPA if movement is
by road, and within their area of responsibility.

PROCEDURE FOR RETURN

13. UNAMIR is to arrange and act as follows:

a. Unit in area of refugees homes to monitor arrival of
returnees.

b. HAC to inform units in home area of cleared persons for
follow up action in consent with ICRC and HCR.

c. HAC and COO Cells to co-ordinate mode of transport from
pick-up points to release places.

d. Means of transport can be C-130[ Helicopter and Vehicles

3
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of various types. Bearing in mind that pick up points could be
across the border areas in Entebbe, Nairobi or Goma.

4
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ANNEl-h TO _SOP
KETURNEE__EROH E>,:IIj;::

CATEGORY

1 .

2.

FAHILY NAME

OTHER NAMES

FIRST NAME

3. NATIONALITY RANK(IF APPLICABLE) _

SERVICE NO. LAST UNIT --_._.._~--~~---,...---- .._---_ .._._~--_.-

4. WHETHER ACCOMPANIED BY FAMILY MEMBERS

GIVE NAMES:

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

5. PERMANENT ADDRESS:

6 . OCCUPATION BEFORE THE WAR . _

7 • LAST APPOINTMENT BEFORE THE WAR . _

8. LAST PLACE OF RESIDENCE

5
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9. BRIEF BACK GROUND

UN RESTRICTED

10. RETURNEE FROM: TO:

A.

B.

C.

TOWN

PREFECTURE

UNAHIR SECTOR

A.

B.

C.

TOWN

UNAMIR SECTOR _~ _

11. APPLICANTS SIGNA.TURE . .__._...__ DATE _

12. SECTOR COMD'S SIGNATURE DATE

13. COMMENTS BY SRSG

._------ ---------------------

--_._._--------

SIGNATURE:

DATE STAMP:

6
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UNITED NATIONS
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References :
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See Distribution ~~~~
COMMAND AND CONTROL PROBLEMS IN SEcrQR4.~~;Jv4

-M\lobS ~~~

~ft
A. 'UNAMIR FORCE HQ Operation Orders No 11 dated 18 May 94. G ~ Pa.-A

tJS

,1 ~
B. UNAMIR FORCE HQ Operation Orders No 10 dated 18 Jul 94.

C. MILOB GP HQ Operation Orders of Jun 94.

INTRODUCTION

1. Reference is made to the CMO's meeting held on 09 Sep 94 at CYANGUGU

where the Sector 4C Commander reflected a lot of problems with regard to the cooperation

of MILOBs and armed troops.

2. It must be noted that the command and control responsibility of the two is undertaken

by two separate HQs hence precise orders, rather functional instructions, must clearly outline

the interaction syste 0 avoid misunderstanding between the two.

GJ ~::> p ..s \,\q UN RES~CTED

, \n ~( ~
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3. Having gone through references A, B and C above, it has been noted that most of the

tasks given to the MILOBs bare similarities wi~ the tasks given to Armed Troops. A good

example is Reference A paragraph 3, d, (2), (a) V and Reference B paragraph 11 .g. If the

similarity as reflected in these paragraphs is not clearly outlined, there is a likelihood of

commanders on the ground to resist cooperation and making it difficult for HQs on

apportioning blame, hence fluency on tasks will fail and might cause unnecessary friction

within the Force.

4. The aim of this paper is to assist MILOR Commanders on the ground to establish a

good working relationship with Armed Contingent Commanders.

SCOPE

5. The paper shall clarify the problems by outlining solutions which might bring about

efficiency within the Force. The paper shall be as follows:

a. Armed Contingent Tasks.

b. MILOB Tasks.

c. Suggested Solutions.

d. Conclusion.

ARMED CONTINGENT TASKS

6. Reference A, paragraph 3, d, (2), (a) above outlines Armed Contingent Tasks as

follows:

2
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a. Establish Bn HQ at Butare with Coy dispositions in Gitarama, Kibuye,

Cyangugu, and GikQngoro. Due to priorities, the deployment plan was changed
I .

hence a Bn complete with HQ was deployed in Cyangugu.

b. Establish secured safe haven areas for refugees/displaced persons.

c. Conduct exchange of refugees/displaced persons on order from Force HQ
~

Humanitarian Cell and provide vehicles, escorts and liaison for this task.

d. Provide convoy escorts on order from Force HQ Humanitarian Cell.

e. Participate in security operations with local authorities.

f. Undertake control measures (road blocks, cordon and search, investigations etc)

in conjunction with local authorities.

g. Undertake deterrent operations with local authorities against illegal extremists )..

groups.

h. Implement Sector Ops Guidance.

j. Be prepared to monitor the cease-fire according to separate instructions.

( MILOB TASKS

7. Reference B paragraph .11 above outlines MILOB tasks in the same Sector 4C as

follows:

a. Carry out confidence building activities among the population.

b. Monitor and report security situation on a h basis.

3
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c. Monitor French, RGF, Militia and RPF (if any) activities.
I .

d. Monitor and report all detailed FCF deployments, patrols etc.

e. Request FCF to provide their modusoperandion all security and humanitarian

matters.

f. Monitor cease-fire with FCF when it occurs and report incidence of any

violations.

g. Coordinateandprovide escorts to humanitarianassistance teams in coordination

with FCF (when feasible).

h. Monitor the process of repatriation and resettlement of refugees.

j. Monitor and report activities of illegal groups/individuals.

k. Perform any other tasks as and when arise or given.

SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS

8. A quick analysis shows minor differences because of the limitations of one group to

(. the other. However, from an inward observation, MILOBs sourcesand provide while Armed

Contingents receive and execute.

9. Note is given that where aBn HQ is deployed, seniority of command rests with the

Bn Commander, though with minimum control due to job specifications. This must not affect

the cooperation of the two since both parties depend on the existence of the other.

4
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10. As a guideline, there are some areas which are still not safe. MILOBs require the

protection of armed troops to venture into such areas hence troops can be provided under
/ .

local arrangements. As for humanitarian convoys, reference is made to convoy SOPs.

11. It is suggested that where such mix is in existence, the two should introduce an

QD~~Il£...Q2Q1J:umLtiQ1lJ&1J~ where programmes can be reviewed and adjustments made

suite the interests of both parties.

CONCLUSION

12. This paper does not cover everything out seeks to advise the commanders on the

ground to use their own initiatives in order to get the job done.

13. A lot of diplomacy is required if we want to get the best on what we are trying to

achieve.

f'Itw\ t\- 1-1. 1"\...Mc '\\.W
M MASAGANISE

Lt Col

PLANS & TRG

Distribution:

External:

Action:

( SECTOR 4C

Information:

FHQ ~
Internal:

Information:

CMO

DCMO

COO

5
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UNITED

ASSISTANCE MISSrON FOR RWANDA

Co (>\(_'__

NATIONS UNIES
M1SSION POl.:R L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

OUTGOING FAX NO. PAGE 1 OF 4

TO; DPKO, UNHQ FROM; MGEN TOUSIGNANT
NEW YORK FORCE COMMANDER

UNAMIR, KIGALI

ATTN; MGEN BARIL DATE: 1 SEPTEMBER 1994

FAX NO; 3-9070 PHONE: 1 212 963 3092

INFO; FAX NO: 1 212 963 3090

FAX NO; DRAFTED BY: COL ARP, DCOS/OPS

SUBJECT: RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

REFERENCE: SECTION 9, OPERATIONAL DIRECTIVE NO. 2 DATED
22 JUL 94

1. EFFECTIVE 2 SEPTEMBER 94, I HAVE DIRECTED THAT THE ROE AT
REFERENCE ARE TO BE AMENDED AS INDICATED IN THE ATTACHED FORCE
COMMANDER'S DIRECTIVE.

2. YOUR CONCURRENCE WITH THESE AMENDMENTS PRIOR TO 9
SEPTEMBER 1994 IS REQUESTED.

3. CONTINGENT COMMANDERS IN UNAMIR HAVE ALSO BEEN DIRECTED
TO SEEK NATIONAL CONCURRENCE.

3. BEST REGARDS.

• LAW-----------------------_.,--~ .. ,



To:

From:

Date:

Subject:

Reference:
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UNAMIR
Force HQ

Ops Branch

See distribution

Force Commander

September 1994

FORCE COMMANDERIS DIRECTIVE
AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 9: OPERATIONAL DIRECTIVE
NO. 02

Operational Directive No. 2 dated 22 Jul 94

1. In order to simplify and clarify the UNAMIR Rules of
Engagement I effective forthwith paragraphs 7 1 24 and 26 are to
be amended as follows:

A. AMEND PARA 7 TO READ:

IIAUTHORIZATION LEVELS FOR THE USE OF FORCE

7. The use of deadly force for the different types
of weapons systems will be authorised as follows:

a. Force Commander or His Delegate:

(1) heavy support weapons (i.e. rocket
launchers I artillery pieces l light mortars I

etc.) i and

(1) heavy machine guns or cannons (. 50 call
20 mm etc.).

b. In situations which are life threatening to
themselves I members of their unit or those
they are ordered to protect l soldiers may
use the following weapons:

(1) medium machine guns (i.e. FN MAGI M60 1

etc. )
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(2) light machine gunsi and

(3) all personal weapons on automatic or
single shot fire.

c. In situations which are not life threatening
to soldiers l members of their unit or those
they are ordered to protect I the use of
deadly force for the different types of
weapons will be authorised as follows:

(1) Sector Commanders:

(a) medium machine guns (i.e. FN MAGI
M 6a I etc.) I

(b) light machine gunsi and

(c) all personal weapons on automatic
reo

(2) Battalion Commander down to NCO level
at the scene of a threat:

(a) personal weapons for single shot
fire.

NOTE: Commanders should be aware when using
weapons of the principles of military necessity and
proportionality."

B. AMEND PARA 24 AS FOLLOWS:

IJRule No.5 Intervention and Warning Shots

, a

a. State A: Intervention between warring factions
is prohibited.

b. State B: Intervention with deadly force against
positively identified and designated
targets only after warning shots have
been fired as part of the warning
process."

C. AMEND PARA 26 AS FOLLOWS:

"26. There are three ROE states that may apply in any
given sector in Rwanda. These states are GREEN I

YELLOW and RED and are described on UNAMIR Levels of
Readiness/Alert pages in the directive subsequent to
Annex A. In normal circumstances I the ROE status shall
be GREEN.
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NOTE: Changes in the normal status of the ROE for
UNAMIR Forces as a whole will be ordered by the Force
Commander or his delegate. Sector Commanders may
order changes in normal status of the ROE for their
sectors, if authorised by the Force Commander or his
delegate. Contingent Commanders will inform or, if
necessary, seek approval from national authority for
the change in status."

2. Contingent Commanders of all contributing nations are also
directed to obtain the appropriate national authority and
concurrence for these amendments in order to achieve uniformity
among all UNAMIR personnel.

3. Furthermore, Contingent Commanders are directed to ensure
that all subordinate personnel are properly briefed and that ROE
aide-memoires are amended accordingly.

GUy C. Tousignant
Major-General
Force Commander

DISTRIBUTION LIST

Action

External

All Sectors
All Batts
All Conts Comds
HAC
MILOB HQ

Internal

DFC
DCOS OPS
DCOS SP
TAC HQ
G3 OPS
G3 PLANS
Gl CMPO
G3 ENGR
G3 AIR OPS

Information

CAO
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Page 1 of4
Copy No/30f 15
HQAUS:MED
UNAMIR. II
Kilgali, RWANDA
~ ':> I cr s-0 B Aug 94

OPORD AUSMED 01/94 : DEPLOYMENT OF lREATMENT SECTION
GROUP(TSG) TO BUTARE - AUG 94

CA Sig Det (one pers)
Tpt Sect(incl tilt bed and FLift)
FRT

(5)
Fr.
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

UNAMIR.ll Tac HQ loc GR 052133. Can UN troops op in the
fonnerHPZ:
(a) GHANBATT, Sector 4A centred on GIKONGORO;
(b) ETIllOBATT, Sector 4C centered on CYANGUGU;
(c) FRAFROBATT, Sector 4B centred on KABUYE;
(d) 23 Para Fd Amb (UK), Sector 4A centred on KITABI.

Civ.
(1) BUTARE town starting to return to nann. Locals returning to their

agricultural holdings, markets open, shops and cafes opening.
Hospital functioning with 12 local doctors.
No'NGO working in town. CARE AS will work in same facy as TSG.
Civ in Sector 4 are very uncertain about RPA as there has been a
deliberate propaganda campaign launched by the former govt, to get
people to flee. NGO and UNAMIR are trying to convince locals to
stay at home or at least mov to displaced persons camps, rather
than flee to Zaire.

AttsII)ets.
(1) In DS
(2) In Spt for mov to BUTARE

d.

c.

1.

R~ferences: A. HQ AUS:MED E3IJI40 OPS 0501221SDS of 230700ZAug94(NOTAL)
B. Map Series Z 721, Ed 1, BUTARE ,1: 50 000
C. Map Series Z 721, Ed 1, GISAGARA, 1: 50000

~ffilation. ??
a. QPFOR: (S03 INT to brief in detail)
A (1) RPA in BUTARE est at bn str. Loc in four barrack areas, with one
~ . area vic GR 703 101. Likely posn ofrecruit camp.

.J-rY'~ . (2) Dress militarymix with significant number wearing cdo
rr- flashes. Gen wear black berets.

(3) Normal wpn distr, NB 40 rom semi auto gren launcher seen.
(4) Estb VCP on roads leading from BmARE to GIKONGORO and

GITARAMA. Man access to RPA compounds. Sounds ofrifle and auto
fire quite common in area. Have prev attempted to gain int on
AS proc by dir ques and taping rad traffic.
Unlikely to be RGF nor visible militia in sector.

I
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25 1000B Aug 94
26 OSOOB Aug 94
26 180GB Aug 94

Sectors 3 and 4 as marked
No discrete bdys exist within Sector 3.

c.

Movt off formed roads is to be avoided, due to mine
threat. Roads within BUT are reported as clear of mines.

(b) Movt by ni and off formed roads must be cleared by HQ AUS
MED.

(4) OFOF. Amber Card.
(5) ROE. As perUN~OP DIR No 2. S02 Legal to briefin detail.

Admin and Log.
a. Yen. Gp is to deploy with stocks to be self sufficient for seven days.

Once in lac the gp will rec resup from UNAMIR Log PL BUTARE and
from AUS1vffiD, KIGALI on demand basis(anticipate twice weekly).
b. Atinno. Gp is to deploy with the fol natures:

Page 2 of4
2. Mission. TSG is to prov med spt toUN~ IT tps in Sectors 3 and 4, and prov
humanitarian assistance when able.
3. Execution.

a. Gen Outline. TSG will prov med spt in Sectors 3 and 4 by estb a
second level med facy in BurARE, as a base and then deploying assets as req, The
TSG will be estb by main body mov to BUTARE on 25 Aug, with a rear party to
fol on 26 Aug 94. An CCP gp will continue on to CYANGUGU, to estb a facy to
spt EnnOBATT, to be open by 251S00B Aug 94. It is anticipated that this facy
will remain in Sector 4C for eight days.
b. QR. See Annex A.
c. Tasks:

(1) Estb a Treatment Sect, complete with Prev Med elm, Dent Det and
prot elm at GR RT 057133 (fanner Teachers College).

(2) Estb a CCP(with prot elm) to spt ETIllOBATT, vic BHQ, by
251800B Aug94. CCP gp is to be self sufficient for cbt sup for eight
days.

(3) Prov rd evacmeans to UNAMlR tps in Sectors 3 and 4A.
(4) liaise with local auth and NGO to determine most efficient means of

prov humanitarian relief, when not required for UNAMIR med spt
tasks. The prov of clinics to local towns/villages is anticipated.

(5) Estb liaison with 23 Para Fd Amb at KITABI.
(6) Be prep to prov a CCP or RAP, with its 0'WIl prot, to deploy in Sectors

3 or 4, on 24 hrs NTM from completion of task at subsubpara 3.c.(2).
Disk may be on daily basis only.

(7) Provadvice on gen sit in Sectors 3 and 4, incl info on OPFOR loes
and habits, civpop actys and health matters.

(8) Liaise with local prefecture to ident an AME LP in BUTARE. Should
be capable of 24 hr ops.

Coord Instr:
(1) Timings:

(a) Adv Pty depart KIG not before
(b) Main body depart NLT
(c) Estb by

(2)· Bdys:
(a)
(b)

(3) Movt:
(a) .

4.

c

Q
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Tac HQ UNAMIR
Bks GR 071839
CHK GR 066838
BUT GR 059133

TSG is a station on Force Comd Net(HF).TSG and CCP remain as
stations on AUS:MED con net (VHFIHF).
Net diagrams and Sal at Annex B.

All Ack.

(2)

(2)

~
(1)

d.

Page 3 of 4
(1) Pers wpn: 150 rds;
(2) F89: 800 rds;
(3) Smk Gren 6 per infsect;
(4) Para mum 4 per inf sect; and
(5) Trip flare 3 per inf sect.
Water. All pers deploy with 6 litres on the man. Gp to deploy with
5000 I in 1000 I bladders. Resup as req through Log PI.
Bat. CRP to be used until fresh contract aval, likely to be 4 Sep 94.
Should Log PI not prov cooked fresh meals, a catr det from AUS:MED
resources 'Will be deployed.
Med. First and second level spt prov from own resources. Third
level spt loc at CHK. Pri 1 and 2 cas by AME. Pri 3 by road.
Tpt. Veh aloe as per WNGO. For addl zeq submit MOVREQ.
POL. Seven days bulk to be taken in drums. Resup by Log pl or AUSMED,
on demand.
Repair and Recov. Max use of organic tradesman. FRT will be dispatched
from AUS:MED as req by E1t.1EFIX.
Def Stores. One def pack aval,
Dress. Marching Order with ech bag. UN dress and ID cards must be worn at
aU times. In Sector 4, helmets/blue) and flakjackets are to be worn.
Pers Iss. Pers and welfare matters coord through ADIT AUSMED. Mail
to be del on a twice weekly basis.

Comdand~
a. Coma Status. TSGin spt and under comd for admin ofTac HQ UNAMIR

Remaining under comd AUSMED.
Locs.
(1) HQ Sect 3
(2) AUSMED
(3) AUSMED HOSP'
(4) TSG
(5) CO at AUS:MED
Rpts and returns.
(1) Daily, as at 0600 B , by 0630 B for HQ AUS:MED:

(a) Medstate,
(b) SITREP, and
(c) Str State.
Casevac, E:rvtEFIX, OPDEM etc, as req.

h.

b.

c.

e.

d.

c.

f.
g.

k,

1.

J.

5.

c
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Page 4 of 4
Annex: A. Gp

B. Net Diagrams

Distribution:
CO 1 OC11ED COY 7 HQUNAMIR 13-14
OPSO 2 OC LOG/SPT COY 8 (For Ops and CMedO)
10 3 Comd's Diary 9 LHQOPS 15
RSO 4 File 10
OCTSG 5 Duty Offr File 11
RSM 6 Spare 12
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At-lNEXBTO
AUSMEQ UlS01
DATED 23 1l&OB AUG 94

SUTARE

(VHF)

KIGALI

CYANGUGU

TREATMENT SECTION
CON NET

(VHF)

MSF MOV CON NET
(HFNHF)

(AS REQUIRED)

TREATMENT SECTION
DEFENCE NET

(VHF/UHF)



UN SECRET

Copy No of

UNAMIR
FORCE HQ
Kigali

}d July 1994

4000.1 (Log)

See Distribution:

SUBJECT: LOGISTICS INSTRUCTION TO OPS ORDER 16

Reference: Operation Order 16 dated 25 July 94

SITUATION

1. a.

b.

General. As per Operation Order 16.

Attachment. In support of UNAMIR - USA deployed
forces in
Rwanda.

MISSION

2. To support UNAMIR forces in the ceasefire monitoring t

replacement of the French-led Coalition Force (FCF) in
Humanitarian Protection Zone (HPZ) by 22 August t and
assistance in the security and support of humanitarian efforts
a view to bring lasting peace in Rwanda.

EXECUTION

the
the
the

with

3. General Outline.

a. Support will be provided by the Force Support Elements
(FSE). These elements will include:

(1) Transport UK sub unit
Stadium)

(NE of Amahoro

(2) Supply CA sub unit (Log Base)
GH sub unit (Log Base)

1/8 ..
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(3) Maintenance

(4) Medical

(5) Gen Log Svcs

(6) Coordination

UK sub unit (Log Base/lveco
Complex)

AS Field Hospital (King Faysal
Hospital or Kigali Hospital)

Brown and Root Services
Corporation (Brown & Root)

Logistics Coordination Centre
(LCC) in UNAMIR HQ. This is a
combined military and civilian
staff Log Ops

0"

b. Support to the Force will be done in cooperation between
the military elements and the civilian contractor at all
levels. Work in the areas for which Brown & Root
provides services and which are outside the capabilities
of the FSE to deal with should be addressed as directed
in Logistic Directive 1. •

c. Deployment. As per Operation Order 16.

(1) Phase I. Deployment of MILOBs.

(2) Phase II. Relief in place operation in sector 4.
GHANBATT to deploy with 14 days of combat supplies
at Coy level and support its own move. Refuelling
will be in situ on completion of the move. Details
for other battalion deployments will follow.

(3) Phase III. Relief in Sector 4 completed, all
UNAMIR forces become fully operational.

(4) Phase IV. Handing over of responsibilities in
Sector 4 to Rwadan government under general
security assistance by UNAMIR.

d. Supported UNAMIR Forces. The following forces should
constitute UNAMIR at endstate:

(1) GHANBATT - Sector 4A (HQ in GIKONGORO) ,

(2) Mechanized Battalion Two - Sector 4B (HQ in KIBUYE),

(3) Motorized Battalion Sector 4C (HQ in CYANGUGU),

(4) Independant Motorized Company One - Sector 2 (HQ in

2/8
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Kigali) ,

(5) Independant Motorized Company Two - Sector 3 (HQ in
GITARAMA) r

(6) Independant Motorized Company Three
in RUHENGERI),

Sector S (HQ

(7) Force Engineer Company Sector 1 (HQ in BYUMBA) ,

(8) Force Signal Squadron AMAHORO Stadium,

(9) MILOB Group - 320 personnel located throughout the
country,

(10) CIVPOL 130 personnel generally located In the
vicinity of the MILOBs,

(11) Force Composite Helicopter and Fixed Wing Sq~adron
- KIGALI AIRPORT,

(12) Field Ambulance Sector SA (HQ in RUHENGERI) f and

(13) FSE - as mentionned in paragraph 3a.

MATERIAL AND SERVICES.

4. a. Supply.

(1) General.

(a) Due to the lack of historical data,
consumption rates for all commodities can only
be estimated. Adjustment to stock level will
made to reflect new Bn strength in sector.

(b) Local procurement can only be done through the
CAO, and his authorized delegates, or by Brown
& Root when applicable. All Force
units/independant sub unit that are located
outside the KIGALI area will have a CAO
representative in their HQ location. The CAO
representative with GHANBATT will join the
unit shortly after its deployment to Sector 4.
No UNAMIR reimbursement will be approved
unless this procedure is followed.

3/8
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(2) Sup Class I.

(a) Compo Rations. 14 days brought into Rwanda as
part of the unit initial stock. Then 3 days
maintained as safety stock held at unit level.

(b) Fresh Rations. Fresh rations will be
delivered, by a contractor, directly to the
unit HQ locations mentionned in paragraph 3d
14 days after the arrival of the main body.
Units are to confirm the exact location the
rations are to be delivered before delivery
will commence: Unit to hold fresh dry, and
canned goods, at sub Unit level. Fresh meat
will be provided as soon as refrigeration
containers have been made available. Initially
two refrigeration units per Coy will be
allocated.

(c) Drinking Water (Bottled). 14 days brought into
Rwanda as part of the unit initial stock.
Then 3 days are maintained as safety stock
held at unit level.

(3) Sup Class II.

(a) General and Technical Stores. As per unit SOP.

(b) Clothing, Personal Issue Items. UN
accoutrements to be worn at all times.
Shortfalls to be identified to CLog 0
immediately.

(4) Sup Class III.

(a) POL. Initially POL will on the pull system. It
is estimated that bulk fuel will be sent to
unit, sub unit locations every two days. A POL
farm (barrels) should be established in unit
HQ location. All vehicles are to top-up before
any major move. Quantities held in location
outside the KIGALI area to be determined.

(5) Sup Class IV.

(a) Construction Materials. Units to submit
consolidated demands to FSU. If items not in

4/8
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stores it will be forwarded to CBMS for
appropriate action.

(b) Defensive Stores. COO is releasing
authority. Demands must be submitted to COO
office for approval.

(6) Sup Class V. Ammunition quantities held at unit
level are as per national directives. Expenditures
to be recorded lAW form "Ammunition Expended For
Operational Reason". The crit a, and form for
reimbursement of ammunition is attached at annex a.

(7) Sup Class VI. FSE {Supply) to coordinate personnel
demand items, distribute and account. Acquisition
to be coordinated by CAO staff.

(8) Sup Class VII. Major Ends Items are to be held by
FSE (Supply), and Brown & Roots once established.

(9) Sup Class VIII. Medical Supplies are to be held at
unit level as per national standard.

(10) SuP Class IX. Limited first line repair parts held
at unit level. Second line parts held by FSE
(Supply), and Brown & Root once established.

(11) Water. One water trailer per Sub Unit will be
allocated. Unit Recce party to identify local
water point for resupply.

(12) Garbage. To be burned to the extent possible. Use
of local dump site to be coordinated by unit. No
payment is authorized to local authority unless
coordinated with CAO or his staff.

(13) Laundry. Unit responsibility. Local contract will
be established by CAO staff. ~

TRANSPORTATION.

(1) Unit to be self sufficient. Demands for additional
support to be coordinated by FSE (Transport).

(2) Rand R Tpt outside theater to be coordinated by
Welfare Officer and Mov Con.

(3) All traffic accidents to be reported to the closest

5/8
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CIVPOL organisation.

c. MAINTENANCE.

(1) Repairs. Priority of repairs to be determined by
COO/C Log o.

(a) First Line. Limited capability exist wi thin
GHANBATT to proceed with first line repair on
tracked vehicle. Units are to undertake only
repairs on UN vehicles for which they have
been trained for. First line repairs not done
by the unit must be reported to FSE (Maint)
for coordination with REME Coy or Brown &
Root.

(b) Second and Third Line Repairs. They will only
be u~dertaken by FSE (Maint) or Brown & Root
once in theater. Repairs to be conducted as
far forward as possible, in order to minimize
backloading.

(c) Recovery.

1. ~ackloading Point (BLP). BLP to
determined in conjunction with
(Maint) and Brown & Root.

be
FSE

ii. Main Recovery Location. IVECO complex.

iii. Recovery Vehicle. One per unit. GHANBATT
to have one M578.

5. MEDICAL AND EVACUATION.

a. Policy. Medical and Evacuation plan will be through the
FCF initially and then through the UNAMIR medical units
when they are operational are operational. unit
resources to be utilized to maximum extent possible.
Unit will be deploying with the unit MO and an ambulance.
Local NGO medical facilities or expertise to be utilized
in case of emergency. A L~AMIR helicopter will be on
standby thoughout the deployment. Air Evac to be
coordinated and authorized by COO.

b. Hygiene and Sanitation. As per unit SOP. Portable toilet
to be deployed when available.

6/8
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6. PERSONNEL.

a. Amenities. Force Welfare Officer to coordinate resupply
of amenities with FSU.

b. Messes and Insti tutes. As authorized by Force Commander.

c. Out of 'Bound Policy. As determined by Force Commander.

d. Finance. As per unit SOP. UN pay to done in location.

e. Postal. Mail collection and distribution will be done by
FSE (Transport) in one central point on a daily basis.
Distribution of mail within unit line, is unit
responsibility.

COMMAND AND SIGNALS

7. a. Location of HQ.

(1) Force HQ AMAHORO HOTEL

(2) CLog 0

(3) FSE

AMAHORO HOTEL ROOM 3021

As per paragraph 3a

b. Communications. CEOI to be issued separately by Force
Signal Officer.

/~
~A.
Force Commander

A. Ammo Expenditure Form and Criteria

Distribution (page 8)

7/8
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Distribution:

External:

Action:

MILOB GP HQ
GHANBATT
Mechanized Bn 2
Motorized Bn
Indep Mar Coy 1
Indep Mar Coy 2
Indep Mar Coy 3
Force Engr Coy
Force Sig Sqn
Force Composite Sqn
Force Field Amb
FSE (Transport)
FSE (Supply)
FSE (Maintenance)
FSE (Fd Hosp)

Information:

Copy No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

UNDPKO (Msn Planning Service) 16
French Coalition Force 17

Internal:
DFC 18
CAO 19
COO 20
CMO 21
C PLANS 22
HAC 23
CMPO 24
FSO 25
CSS 26
CC Log 0 27

Spare 28 30
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ANNEX A TO
4 0 0 0 .} ( LOG)

DATED JULY 94

The attached documents are to be used when requesting
reimbursement for ammunition.
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SE'\T BY: 9-27-94: 1~:15;

UNITED NATIONS NATIONS t:NIES

FIELD OPERA-nONS DIVlSIc.:J:N

DaLe; 27 JUI.lC 1994

To: ALL MISSIONS

Number of tnnsmitted pages: 3

, Subject: AMMt.JNITION

i
'f

'I
l
!

I

1

I,
t'
I

!
1

Attn; CAOrS/OIGS

Fax #: OSGAP·I 92-51-261-232
OSGAP-K· 92-51-851292
UNARDOL- 3-3008 DIAL 5~3R

U:"iAVEM n - 3-3GB
\}NDOF - 3-3005
U1'o'FrCYF· 357-2-359753
UNlFIL - 911-4-825Z2.8
UNOSGI-T- 873~ 150-5132
"CNMOGIP-R 3-3020
UNTSO 3-3D 12
UNIKOM II 3-2679
ONUSAL 503-790325
MINURSO 3-1952/3/4/5 x247
LTNGCI 873--1754223
UNTAC 855-23-2.6836
UNSCOM 973-322-695
UNPROFOR 3-2655
UNOSOM 3-3082
UNOMSA 27-11-331-5533
ONUMOZ 3-2672
MIaVUH 874-151- 1543
UNOMUR 256486-23817
UNOMIG 87J 151-3370
UNOMIL 23]··798 906
UNAMIR 3-2672 I

l

IRef.:

I

I

nm IS CRrrPRlA FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF AMMUNITION IS OUTl.INED
ASPOLLOWS:

REIMBlJRSBMENT OF AMMUNmON
(JENBRAL

• ¥



SE"lT BY: 27-B4; 18 "-15 : 12128633090;# 4/ a

L AS STATED IN ANNBX ~ IT IS A UNrI'S RESPONSIBILITY TO OBTAIN
AMMUNIT10N PROM THE HOME COUNTRY.

2. AMMUNITION USED FOR TRAINING PURPOSES IS A C'NIT'S
RBSPON~mlLn'Y AND WILL NOT BE PAID FOR By nm UNITED NATIONS.

3. ADDITIONAL AMMUNmON FOR PERSONAL WEAPONS (WHICH IS
REIMBURSED nIROUGH THE USAGE. FACTOR, TIm USD 5.00 PER MAN PER
MONnI fOR PE.RSONAL VIEAPONS AND AMMUNITION) WfLL NOT BE PAID FOR
B¥TIffi.lJNlTED NATIONS.

4. AMMUNITION USED FOR THE FOlLOVr1NG PURPOSES IS TO BE
REIMBIJRSED BY TIm cxrrsn NATIONS.

A. WHEN SO INSTRUCED BY 1HE MISSION (OPERATiONS BRANa-I WIlL
IN ALL C..ASES SIJB~m "W'RIT1EN ORDERS TO THE UNITS CONCERNED
IN ADVANCE).

B. AMMUf>.iT110N USED IN INCIDENtS INr:,LUDING CSE OF WEA.PONS,
LOSS OF AMMUNmON.

G PRYOTECHNICS, FLAllliS ETC. USED AS SURVEILLANCE .MPJ.L'JS IN
ACTION OR WHEN PATROLLThTG,

D, SPECIAL A.MMUNITION NECESSARY FOR DEMOLmON PURPOSES.

PROCEDURES

5. CLAIMS FOR AMMUNmON EXPENDED INACCORDA~CE wrm PARA. 4A
D ABOVE SHOULD BE RAISED BY THE HOME COUNTRY'S AIJTIlORTflES AND
FORWARDED TO NEW YORK.

6. ATI'ACHEf) TO 11IE CLAIM MUST BE AT LEAST ONE (}P THE FOLLOWING
DOCUMENTS: .

A. A WRIT'fE1"i ORDER PROM TIiE MISSrON FOR USE OF THE SAME
AMOU~lOF AMMUNmOK

B. I'QUAR'ffiRLY RP..PORTOF AMMVNmON HOLDINGS" WHICH ARE
CERTIFIED BYTHE MISSION THAT TIm AMOtJNT OF AMMIJNTI10N IN
THE COLUMN QUANTITY EXPENDED (OPS) HAS BEEN REALLY
EXPBNDFD FOR OmRATIONAl PURPO~S.

7. TIlE DlFFBRENTCONTINOill;lS OR UNIT COS ARE RESPONSIBLE
TImMSELVES FORCOLlECfINO TIm NB(ESSARY.DOCt;JMBN'rS AAU
SUBMITTING THBM TO 1HBIR HOME OOUNTRIES (SBBANNEx c A.~mON,
RBPOR'n. :)~~~;~~~~!F'.,

lilt· ,



·, SENT BY: 6-27-94: 1~:16:

~ *FOD REQUESTS COMMENTS ON THE ABOVE PROaIDURES/CBRTIF[CATION
PROCEDURES NO LATER THA."l 5 lULY 1994.

AMMU.N1TI10N E4PENDED FOR..Q~AIillN RBASQNS

(THIS FORM MUST BE FORWARDBD TO UNITIID NATIONS HQ POR
REIMBtJRSEME~1j

Contingent: _~__ Date: . __

Period Covered: .__

Serial Type of Ammunition Dull Price 1Quantity Expended
No. uss (OPS)

I

------- ---

-

~ 1
I-r- I
1 I

- -
..

...

OPS APPROVAL: -------.-
Signature

Date: ._~ _

LOG APPROVAL:
Signature

Datc~ . .._. "__'._

CPO CERTIFICATION: _._. .._. _ Cenificanon: - - .- -- .. -----_.-

ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT:

ConHturent:
~ - ----- .---

Signature
Copy to:
REGARDS ~7

Dlafted/Clearedby: DIVERS

• I

______________--__-._""'Il_"'!IlO!__!?t"~ ....t"~.• d .. ,' Ioi !t§ii1!i'''''1S iii H .......... (016 "'" __ . __",b_ ,



PERSONAL AND UN SECRET

(Through Ops Channels) 5000. 1(Plans)

A STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE PARTIAL RESTORATION OF RWANDA

or RONDAVAL

GENERAL

1. paper is written as a response to the urgent need to develop a strategic plan for the
restoration of Rwanda. It is produced as a personal perspective, in outline form only, and
will need to be developed in detail before implementation.

2. Some elements are controversial or involve the use of indirect methods. For this reason
the paper is for limited and personal circulation only, to be disseminated more widely at the
discretion of the Force Commander.

c
3. This paper seeks to:

a. Identify the strategic imperative of the Rwanda problem.

b. Focus the UN on

c. Describe a plan to implement the restoration of Rwanda's agrarian infrastructure,
within certain limitations.

BACKGROUND

Since end or war, plans to restore Rwanda have not made ficant
ThIS ure has been multi-dimensional. important components. discussed

further below arc:

~1. The weakness of the BBGN\ 1.

h. The control of the! lutu population both within and without Rwanda. bv the
former government and its factions.

c. An inconsistent approach b) the UN.

d. Lad: or coordination of the resources ClVLlJ to deliver a solution.

e. lntcrnational difficulties the failure of diplomacy to deliver tangible results.

:\ resume of the positions of the main players IS grvcn below:

BBG\l. (and for
include the RP/\) dcsirc-; the restoration Ilj

population. meting nf lu::;tic<..' 1,'

purp,'SCS this J1apl.T

l(\\JI1,L '1' 1\"1;

I , ,$\._--------------------------------......._-.._---_....
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establishment of peaceful reconciliation. However, it does not demonstrate a clear
strategic vision. There are claims that extremist elements seek to establish a Tutsi
State in Rwanda. As this option is neither internationally acceptable nor
economically viable, it will not be discussed further. In recent weeks the BBGNU
has become more aggressive in its intentions and apparently more determined to
clear the camps by violent means. All the indications are that it is about to take the
• I"· • \ • •

1111tiati ve.

b. Former Government/RGF/Interhamwe. The Former Government (FG) (also to
include the RGF and Interhamwe) denies the right by conquest of tbe RPF. It seeks
to reestablish itself as the legitimate authority in Rwanda, by whatever means are
available. It sees the control of the Hutu camps as the means by which this can be
achieved. There is a tension of control between the FG and BBGNU which will
have to be broken.

c. UN. The UN appears to seek an ambivalent solution to its many complex
dilemmas. It supports the BBGNU, but recognises, at diplomatic level, the essential
Hutu claims. It provides a framework for humanitarian and security operations.
operating for and against both factions. in different regions. It has weak relations
with the BBGNU and limited contact with the FG. In short. it is a hybrid
organisation. part actor. part spectator and apparently unsure of its role in Rwanda.
This role needs to be finely focused. The UN IS reactive not proactive. It also
suffers from a weak Image. particularly with Tursi minorities.

d. The Aid Agencies. UNHCR. L:NREO and others. have a
complex role. They work within the framework of the . but additional
formal and informal leadership roles within the NClOs and the civil population.

do not appear to he properly directed by the UN. or to feel constrained by the
discipline implicit in represent: a major international body. Their contribution is
not fully coordinated. The September UNHCR report on RPA atrocities, which
undermined the BBCINU and spread rumours throughout the camps. is a clear
example this problem.

e. The strategy the Human Rights Team requires definition, It
has an important role to play in the restoration Rwanda and the establishment
legal redress those who have been wronged Its interface wtth the BBGNU and
the UN is undeveloped. and although Its role will he critical for the reconciliation
process, it is not yet a major player.

L t:JGO..;i, 10(\7 \:GOs based in Rwanda exercise huge )1()\\ cr Their lack ot'

structure. of accountability and of cohesion makes them almost impossible to
control. except by consensus. .\s a whol«. their motivations are so complex as to
make it possible that a few arc working against the mainstream 01 the BBGNU and
l. . The strength of their position dictates the focus of' much 01 the political and
diplomatic activit: in Rwanda and outside. Controlli ~1l1J direct: the N(iOs
would provide considerable opportunity 10 action J stL1lL'gIC plan.

() 'I he impetus of the 1ll.1!11l'nl b :Ij"!,,',l<im~

il1lIU1I\C, and the U'\ IS currcntl- ()l1i\ :" :' , ",:, .

.u.
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in Rwanda is coming to a head, possibly within weeks, if not days. To preempt rash action
by the BBGNU, the UN has to provide a strategic plan which will meet the aspirations of
the main players, and will place the UN in a position of direct leadership. It is suggested
that there is only one means by which this can be achieved - the people must go home.

7. Some major advantages of a return of the people from the camps, to their
homes, are given below. It would:

a. Restore Rwandan integrity. Enable the re-establishment of the nation state.

b. Reconcile the majority moderates of both ethnic groups.

c. Split the FG from the Hutu population base without the prerequisite of a
complex diplomatic solution.

c
d. Undermine the growth a culture of disaffected exile with its long-term
.mpli for extremism, insurgency and a cycle of violence - the Palestinian

e. Limit regional overspill of the conflict, and as a corollary. reduce immediate
tensions in the region.

e. Restore the dignity of the Hutu population.

f. Provide a structure for the future.

g. Minimise growing dependency on the aid structure.

h. I, _s;Jond to the decrease in food aid available in (','l'T<l1,,,

121.

areas. particul ady III

c
i. Neutral
end to

the impetus of
required.

by providing «"';-''''~ of a finite

particularly ill the le areas of Sector 4.

agranan population.
j Minimise environmental
which arc needed to support an lllLlll.;';';111JU:O

k. Provide a realisable alternative to ihe BB(r~1 . S,) that
violent methods to achieve the same aims.

UN to take the m,11<111\ retain 11.

x. include:

a. remainder 01 the FC; \\ill rcrnam in the L":lmp> abroad lnevitablx this wi!l
lead 10 alienation and the potential to develop :1 P:li1.'.'lli1i:m ~Yl1drol11C. .ilbcu on a
lesser ':'calc

h lhe jlnssihilit.\ that land J
erupt llll,) widespread violence

'\ ! ;

£Ij
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c. The likelihood that if the process of reconciliation should fail, the cycle of
violence would continue,

9. Balance, On balance, the long-term advantages of encouraging the population to return
far outweigh those of allowing them to remain in place. More exhaustive cause-and-effect
analysis is now required, for diplomatic and political purposes, It is suggested that this is
in the provenance of the SRSG.

10. Strategic Imperative. I believe that the Strategic Imperative for Rwanda requires no
further definition. It is to get the people home. Although some road transport may be
available for the old, young and sick, the majority must walk It is now for the UN to
focus on this Imperative and deliver a practical plan. The remainder of this paper
concentrates on that.

1L The aim this paper is to describe a method for the partial restoration of Rwanda -
Op RONDAVAL.

12. Lil}1itations. It is not proposed to consider:

a, The wider international implications of Or RONDAVAL which lie 111 the
domain of the SRSG.

b. The complexities of clearing Op RONDA V through the UN machinery. which
will :-quire the SRSCJ"s personal intervention, at the hi levels.

c. The !r.::-;t, krill itical and security dimensions (beyond years) which will
eccc.npa.ry the restoration of Rwanda. 111 particular the holding of free and fair
elections.

c
13. Op RONDA VAI. can he implemented. a number ll( itiuns would need to
obtain The of nne or more of requirements cannot prevent the plan from
materialist and must not be seen as an absolute barrier to further progress.l 00 nrtcn.

bTl to gain. or immediate}, lose. the huue momentum which larue-scale enterprise... ... ,

requires. :,:"v;ng identified the Strategic lmpcrativ c. we must aim tn achieve it. whether
or net we CL:.,: be sure perfect conditions.

14. The I3BCiNt r lucks the ahilit: to ~:(l\l..'rn \\ith no rl..'al

intrastructurc. patchy go\ernmcnl experience. and Ill) funds. it is currently C:\jll'Ch'd tn
the country hack to normality. lhe imposition of a rationale nil tlu.: <iiuation PHIS! ]'l..'

first prioritv hut requires the 1110"t careful and sensitive handling 11 i~H\ "" I
he alienated 1I1 the process, or consider thallI 1 JnSlI1.:l" 1:'111', '.

suggested t11<11 the B13C iNl rcquuc- nov.

I ' " ~ , :, ".

1M
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a. The Advice and Assistance of the World's Government Administrators. The
very best minds, the most able organisers and the broadest lateral thinkers must be
invited to Rwanda immediately, to provide direction in a situation of complex chaos.
This activity need not be l.JN sponsored, but it must involve the generous giving of
largely unrewarded service.

b. The Injection of Funds, A government that has no money, no means of paying
its employees, and no ability to undertake fiscal planning, is hardly a government
The momentum required to inject capital needs an urgent impetus; the
implementation of Op RONDAVAL may provide it, and moreover offers the
opportunity for the UN to impose financial limitations on the BBGNU recipients,
which :';'lay have many positive effects, discussed further below.

c. The Rationalisation of Structure, With the country largely bereft of organisation,
the BBGNU has an opportunity to develop government structures which match
immediate needs. Complex bureaucratic machinery, perhaps more appropriate in the
future, is not needed now. The building of unique, goal-orientated government
structures for the specific purpose of Op RONDAVAt. provides an opportunity for
truncated decision-making. It may also provide a unique opportunity to mesh
BBGNU activities with those of the other key players.

15. The BBGNU lacks confidence in its ability to deliver results. The
complete support of the UN and the international community are required if this situation
is to be changed. This implies a full-blooded association with the BBGNU. a
committed approach to cooperative venture and a much more positive relationship between
the RPA and UNAMIR. This could be achieved by:

a. Coordinated operations.

b. Combined training.

c
c. The development of a more positive image v, ithin
rudimentary Kinyarwanda language skills at all 1

SECURITY CONDITIONS

l\!v1lR. to include

I UNAMIR will not h;I\C a capacity to deliver all overwhelming military
presence in Rwanda, under the current mandate. At present. the security of over halr01' the
country is very i.m.ted. and this has llCCI1 the case since mid-August. JIowevcr. b::- late
November/early December UNAMI R. witb some notable adnnnistrativc exceptions. \\ ill he
largely complete. The implications or this are that:

a. UNAMIR will soon he able 10 deliver llS best qualit-, sccuritv ;-;plution.

b. A perceived Jack of sufficient security IS no longL'!' ;\ cause 1'01' ih ...' dela-, 01 a
strategic plan,

17. RPA. The RP,\ developed ,1 considerable capubilirv ;-;illC\.~ the ,'nd orrb .... \\.jl jll\.'

prospect or ~lve brigades. albeit larg\..'l.' constituted (11' recent rccruux. ',,',')1,' ,'11i'

likely, \ security Jeli\ cry poicnnal is rcaclii m:ilUll1\ ;il I -.:,,'

dl'\C IOj: l, ' 2lH 111': be expected. bUI Ill<' ~l!<':CCS~: ,lj'( F;' ;.....,f'·

a • fl.
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a Hutu population base will be necessary prerequisites for this. The implications of this are
that:

a. The RPA is well placed to deliver security support to a strategic plan.

b. The quality of this could improve with time and further training.

, '

c. L'rJAMIR may be able to assist in improving the RPAs security performance.

,
13, FG. The military and quasi-military elements of the FG are in a strong position to
influence the security conditions in the camps. The breaking this hold will be an
important prerequisite for a successful extraction of the moderate Hutu majority. both
internally and abroad. It is suggested that this can be achieved by:

a. A much more aggressive approach by UNAMIR to the maintenance a security
presence in the camps in Rwanda, at the time when the momentum to move is being
generated.

b. A much less aggressive approach by the RPA in those camps. to begin now. 111

order to win the confidence of the people.

C. A coordinated information campaign which has at core a
~:'G from, the me derate majority. This is discussed in 1110re detail

io split

c

e. creation of similar conditions in the camps abroad by considering:

(1) Coordinating security support from the military forces or the
neighbouring countries.

Augmenting that support by the use of UN/\ Ml R or RPA troops.

(3). Creating a strategic deception primarily in the diplomatic and
political dimensions. to the influence of the Fe; during the critical
periods of decision.

(~; ~ .Pequesting enhanced miIitary powers 10 protect
involve the use of power Chapter Vll ROF.

ugees. might

). Utilising the "Welcome Camp" CO!1Cert in Rwanda. to divorce
moderate majority from extremists.

19. Security in the Home Communes. The vcrx of a secure cnv ironment 111 the I lome
Communes will considered as a very priority bv the returning population. Ihe
growth of the Gendarmerie will be important in order for tlux to bl.-' aclucvcd. "Jun'
importantly the provision of sufficient UN/\rvllRiRPA presence 111 11k' 11t111ll.-' ("'IllIllunes.
at the same time as it be needed in the camps in Rwanda..~l1!:,gcsls :,CIHllJ:-, rime and
Space limitations. A proposed would 1J1\', 11\ " <cqucncinu as 1'011"\,,

security measures 111 I

b. i':nhanced secunr, measures In :111.-'

t 1.4 Ii .• i at
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of decision.

c. A transfer of security emphasis from the camps to the routes home, as Op
RONDAVAL progresses.

d. A transfer of security emphasis from the routes home to the Home Communes,
as Op RONDAVAL progresses.

e. Only then, a shift of emphasis from the Home Communes to the problem of the
camps abroad, perhaps in concert with the "Welcome Camp" concept.

20. Phasing. In principle, this will be a two phase operation, concentrating first on the
camps within Rwanda and only then on those outside, if best-case security aspirations are
to be achieved. That the population abroad may not follow this sequence, and may begin
to move in response to the internal population momentum, must also be considered.

21. Development of a Security Plan. The security plan to support Op RONDA VAL will
cornclex. will require considerable coordination and the careful use of resources. WhileC muchmore 'l.'0:1 is required, the framework is already evident and will involve in outline:

a. The lead of UNAMIR in the development of the plan.

b. The education of the RPA to match the tone of operation to UNAMIR's.

c

c. A significant emphasis on ensuring that Dps and refugees are not alienated bv
this combined activity.

d. The use of the Gendarmerie.

e. A sequence of security emphasis which follows the movement of the Dp~ ,111<..1

refugees.

r. A two phase operation first Il1 Rwanda, and then concentrating on the Cil111pS

outside.

or all the problems facing the I3BGNU in the successful prosccuuon
00 RONDAVAt. the distribution land remains paramount. Szll1le (\1 the dilficu]ll,,'S

which can he anticipated are:

a. The rightful owners of a parcel
no legitimate claimant.

land were killed Il1 the 1122

b. Rc .urnces have already laid claim to land they previously occupied. \1!" other l.ind
-l'J~:;::' IS currently unclaimed.

c. Opportunists may establish themselves on land to which thc ,
'which is corivenicntlv available
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wealth, by annexing adjacent land.

e. A~ l1,lore Dps and refugees return, the complexity of these difficulties increases.

'. "I

SOl11e Arithmetic. Because the population figures prior to the war were imprecise, it
is not possible to describe the extent of the problem accurately. However, given that the
number killed during the war is in the region of 500,000-1,000,000, in principle, the land
required to support the population (albeit barely) should thus have increased
commensurately. There are, however, other factors:

a. Up to 300,000 returnees may now be occupying land in Rwanda.

b. FG extremists, and those guilty of genocide are unlikely to return at all, or if
they do, will not be likely to return to their Home Communes. It is difficult to
guess this figure precisely, but it is likely to result in a net increase in the amount
of land available.

c. The BBGNU has stated that government land, including that in National Parks.
will be made available to relieve land pressure.

Sum Totals. In principle, there should be enough land to go to all the people who have
a legitimate claim, within the following limitations:

a. Plot sizes must be largely restricted to those norms which operated before the
\"/21r.

b. Careful consideration must be given to the distribution of land within families.

L. I'F.opfe must be encouraged, using an incentive system, to accept other plots.
perhaps Ii1 other areas. if a dispute between past and current owners arises and
cannot be resolved.

d. The registration of the population must accompany the distribution of land.

::::5. Land Commission. The only means of achieving such a complex solution is through
a Land Commission. It must be large enough to cope with a massive influx or people.
robust enough to deliver practical solutions and imaged to ensure the wholehearted support
of the population. It must also be heavily funded. The organisation for such all
undertaking exists and could be mobilised to solve one of the worlds most serious human
tragedies It is suggested that the tenets the Land Commission should be

a. Entirely independent possibly funded and delivered
excellent organisational skills eg the USA or Germany.

a sin!!-k counirv \\ ith

h. Access to all the population data available, with the authoru. lil (.·(induc! an

indcpcndent census.

c I ligh technology solutions to cope with massive data

Lise of national-strategic mainframe computers.
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use management in the

e. The infrastructure to register the population in the countryside.

f. The communications support to maintain the Commission, which will involve the
large-scale use of interpreters.

INFORMATION

26. The Information Battle. The UN has not entered the information battle, and has had
limited influence on it, save outside Rwanda's borders, where the press has been largely
supportive. Internally, reluctance of the BBGNU to allow forma] communications to
return, 2::1dtc control of information within the camps by the FG, have been major
obstacles ::" pomulgating a strong message of hope to the people. If Op RONDAVAL is
to succeed. this must cnange.

c
27. Few Westerners understand the dynamics of an Oral Society.
Information is passed quickly, considerable detail, but often loses much in the passage,
in terms of accuracy. FG understands these mechanisms well and the UN must Jearn
to do the same. The passing information, the structure of the oral and
the quality of the end result are all aspects of the oral communication system UN
can usc to its advantage and can learn to replicate and exploit.

28.
w:n the ;.: f'Jrmation battle.
Imperative .. t!1C will to return
components of this will be:

The UN has the technology
With central coordination, in support of
the people to their homes can be generated.

funding to
Strategic

Important

a. 'The passage of information by radio, leaflet. and through helicopter
mounted PA (currently on order).

vehicle-

briefing
to participate in the

from the BBGNU and the UN.b. A coordinated

c. The development confidence-building measures with \'j

them thoroughly on Op RONDAVAL and inviting them
planning and implementation process.

c

d. .f\' "hearts
PCSil:'/C aspects
extremists.

campaign conducted throughout
Or RONDA VAL. and split the moderate

I" the
the FG

c. :\ feedback which will enable the UN to measure extent of its
information success. and adjust its plan accordingly. lhis will involve use o!
Hl T j\'l !L IN F( ).

'(j

intcrnauoual (0111111 uni t~

pccscnl. til deliver aid.
coordmati-:n could 11111'[\)\(

The combined efforts or the l N
N(;Os have probably reached lb maxuuum

no: vet mean th:n :1
1: ,.
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and tools. It is likely that this capacity will begin to decline shortly, and this factor may
determine the timeframe for the implementation for Op RONDAVAL. The reasons for this
decline are likely to be:

a. "Aid_ Fade". The conscience of the world has been sufficiently pricked to
provide the enormous contribution that has already been made. Media boredom
with Rwanda, competition with other crises and the speed with which Western
people focus on new issues, contribute to a future which looks bleak. Op
RONDAVAL may produce fresh impetus, to neutralise or diminish the effect of "aid
fade".

b. NGO Orientation. Many NGOs are short-term disaster relief organisations only,
and have no capacity or desire to settle on long-term problems. As these leave
Rwanda, the capacity to deliver aid will decrease.

c. VNAMIR Assistance. BRITCON humanitarian effort is about to cease. The
arrival of the remaining contingents will utilise transport resources to the maximum,
and provide no further redundancy to help deliver aid.

DJlfJlications. If aid is to decline in volume, there is an urgent need to regenerate
interest and commitment in Rwanda. Op RONDA VAL may provide a suitable catalyst for
this. If the world can be convinced that a rational solution is possible in Rwanda, its
generosity car: again be sought. With better coordination, a more efficient result could be
achieved. With clever media footwork, The UN might expect to increase aid capacity, in
line with the requirement.

3 I Op RONDA VAt will increase the requirement for aid. It is much
easier io coordinate aid in concentrated camps than it is to spread the same resources over
a wider area. such as a Commune. During the implementation phases, aid be needed:

a. In the camps. including a reserve for the people to carry.

h. Concurrently on the routes home in Way Stations. Emphasis must shifted
from the camps to the routes home. very much as envisaged in the security dement
or the :;lan.

c l:~ the: Home Communes. The
'.\ ill become an important aspect
\() .ned from the camps
R(n~[);\VAL develops.

pre-positioning of aid
confidence building

and routes to the I

in the Horne Communes
The emphasis will need

Communes. as Op

d. In the longer-term. the prOVISJOll of aid and withdrawal ill the Home
Communes must he coordinated with the allocation of land h:" the Land
Commission. the issue of seeds and tools. and the planting {If crops in time for
han est. Beyond that. further assistance, advice and technology will have an

important role tel play

~.:: ! t ]:-; assumed that the I 'N es wi II be
F: :\\)\ \' lhc Str:lle:;ic lrnpcrativ c \\ ill secure their support
:'i;rll~'llire <;!~ able to ensure that there ar..' no drsscnicr-.
Co!ts".k.-,,~-'e nn:p"rtion n! the lilei available. hut ihi i11 11' \i

1. 1 111 ,,~_ ; k

obliged ](1

lUl\j 1 '\,
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of the NOOs.

33. The NOOs. Perceptions of the NOOs vary throughout Rwanda. The mosaic of
interests and niche aid provision which the 106+ NOOs represent, serve to describe the

complexities of dealing with them effectively. It is clear that many are suspicious of the
military, are resistant to coordination, and in a very small number of cases, appear to be

wOlr~ing agaiast the. common good. UNREO must provide leadership of the NOOs in order
tocoordinate ,1;D~* activities in support of Op RONDAVAL The following methods should
be effective:

a. Non-Adversa,rial Approach. The impatience of organised bodies when dealing
with uncoordinated civilian organisations is legendary to the point of caricature. But
this approach will not work. In order to gain the trust and support of the NOOs, it
is necessary to:

(l). Deal with them individually, rather than as a group. Their strength is
their cohesive anarchism. Break this cohesion and they will be unable to
function as a group.

(2). Use personal relationshi to develop a high level of credibility.

(3). "Sell" our approach to Op RONDA VAL Il1 a way which causes a
positive momentum to develop in the NGOs.

c. The advantages of cooperation are evident to most of the NGOs.
and Op RONDA VAL cannot work effectively without it. lin a grand scale. The
following will assist in generating NGO cooperation:

(i). Media reward. Most NGOs need media recognition in order to develop
their aid base and service their organisations. A coordinated reward system

media coverage will go a long way to secure their cooperation.

o}. Mcdium-Tcrmism Most NC;Os do not wish to the long haul. and
recognise that they do not the capacity for it. By stressing the medium-
term nature of Op RONf}·\ V the can generate their support towards

a finite end the emergency in Rwanda, save the residual commitment for
the FG extremists in camps Equally their inherent desire not to foresee
an immediate end to their efforts, can be satisfied.

b. One reason the ~(JOs resist cooperation is that there arc no sanctions
against them. While the majoritv arc
number have an unhelpful approach.
cooperate if the BBCiNU were to.

highly-dedicated and committed. a small
Ihese could be focused on the need to

( I}. I imit their opcration-; II) those areas which rill a need 111 support 01 Op

ROND.\ V:\L

1,2). !-:xcrclse the nplln!1 to remove selected \;{j()s \\!J"s\:.' ,>';;)(1 1

have ~I limited efkcI on ()l' R()\;P·\V\l. 1[, \,:,i " :,
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considerably if Op RONDAVAL is to succeed.

COMMAND AND CONTROL

34. The Command Ethos. An operation of the scale of Op RONDAV AL needs to be
commanded. The SRSG's skills lie in the highest levels of international diplomacy, where
support for Op RONDAVAL will be essential. The BBGNU does not have the experience
or resources to develop the leadership of such a complex plan. It is clear that leadership
of Op RONDAVAL, de facto, will devolve to the FC

35. A Working Structure. The superimposition of command on the required political
structure will be tricky. A triumvirate is suggested, consisting of:

a. The BBGNU as nominal head.

c. The SRSG, to deal with the external international elements of Op RONDA VAL.
His role in this process is absolutely pivotal.

c c Fe exercising operational command of Op RONDAVAL.

36. Control of the BBGNU. If the UN is to direct Op RONDA VAL. the BBGNU will
have to be controlled. The best weapon in the UN's armoury is money. without which
Rwanda will not be able to develop. particularly in the long term. The control of funds can
be linked to the success Op RONDAV as follows:

a. Setting management objectives. within specified and absolute time restrictions
for the release initial fundi

b. success against those criteria.

c. Releasing further funds as a direct result this success.

c J. Developing a reward/penalty system for infrasuuctural development which
matches the cooperative success of the 8BGN{

c Providing long-term economic incentives beyond the effect or Op RONDr\ VAt.

37. There will never be true [nit) of Command. That said. by
organising a tailor-made command structure for Or I:ZO:\I):\ \'/\1.. it is Jlnssible to produce
something which eq uarcs to it. {I IS suggested that the lim lllg principles could
employed

<1. Op RONDA VAL needs to he seen as a combined
operation in which all the major players arc represented The BBGNt 1 the various
ekmer~::; of the UN. l. REO. the NC;Os. the l.and ('()l11missit\n. the Iluman Rights
Teem. external gm'ernnK'I1t advisers.

h. .\Ithough tll\.'\ \\\\uld
another gUise Battle \13nagcmL'111 techniques \\ ill h,' :, ·,.jl!lr~·,j 'I

~l command s~ stem. directed purclv ell ()per:lll,)

:1 war hcadq uartcrs. \\·iJ l-c t.. ~'ct i \ \
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entire operation, over a long period of exhausting effort will be required. These are
the best methods to achieve this.

c. Chain of Command. A regional system of command will need to be developed.
The Combined HQ will need to work to a lower level, at which the main players are
represented, probably at Sector/Prefecture level, with some delegation to Communes.

d. Integrated CorpmllDications. communications system has to be integrated
to handle UN, BBGND and other organisations' needs. A comprehensive plan will

be needed to develop current structures.

38. Combined HQ. A single facility be required. The Arnahoro Stadium may fil

the real-estate and communications requirements.

39, Manning. The UNAMIR element of the Combined HQ will need to be enhanced.
There mayan argument for retaining an operational/tactical rIQ at the Amahoro
Hotel. Possible means of developing manning for the Combined l-1Q include:

a. An enhanced international staff.

b. An integrated staff from a formed HQ already 111 existence in a contributing

country.

c. The use of high-quality MILOBs as staff officers.

d. A combination of the above.

c
40. Government Advice.
determined early. but is
RONDAVAL.

a\'31 of specialist advice to the B!3(jNU needs to he
not a necessary prerequisite for the commencement of Or

41, Secunt~, The security prcrcqui

or December.

for RONDAV,\1. be met by November

4:2, Urgent \\ork j" needed to determine !1()\\ quickly the I and
Commission can be formed. The physical presence- \)1' the I Commission is not an
essential »rcre-juisitc for RONDA VAl to commence. but the machinery must he III

place !:)' c.fccuvcly on arrival the f1rst Drs in the l lomc Communes.

The formulalI\lll (~f an intormauon pLlI1 must precede
in hand immcdiatclx tn JC\'c!U!1 1111..' 1l11~)rf11alii\1l ~1 lor Op

RONDA V.\[ .

44, potential 1(\ deliver \\111 dirruni llnlc:-.s lilt.' rJh '111,;nlU:',: :,., f\'-,

RON \',\L is generaled soon. The cue fll! rhi, Lll!!!.] llY ;\l!!"h,j:l

Commission infrastructure: once]~ "
v.ithoui fie tirlllllgs,
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45. Funding. The provision of funds to the BBGNU and in support
will be an essential prerequisite to the commencement of operations.
situation might provide the release authority from potential donors.

Op RONDAVAL
The urgency of the

c

46. Duration. Yardsticks are needed to evaluate the duration of each phase of Op
RONDAVAL. Given the time it took for the people to flee from their Home Communes
to the camps, it is not unreasonable to expect:

a. Phase 1. Return of Dps. Six months, which will include the reception measures
being set up, the launch of the information campaign, the walk home, the allocation
of land, and the establishment of families in their Home Communes, but not the
harvesting of crops, which may extend the period to 9-12 months.

b. Return of refugees. After the return of the Dps. Up to nine months.
Which will include all the above elements, but in some cases longer distances to
travel. The harvesting of the first crop may extend this period to 12-15 months.

47. Weather. The effect of the long rainy season on Op RONDA VAL is difficult to
predict, 110t least because the huge increase in traffic now on dirt roads. has not been seen
before. However, the effects of weather should not be considered as overriding. although
they may be a consideration for the timing of the start of the operation. because:

2:. Traffic will need to move both to/from the camps as it will to/from the Home
Corr-munes. The concern over whether it will be feasible to maintain the aid now
to carrps during the long rainy season, is thus diminished if effort .s shi fled
conc.rrer.tly to the Home Communes.

b. Even if Op RONDA VAL were to begin in December. it would probably extend
over two long and two short rainy seasons. The 110w of people may reduce during
these periods. but as this is not predictable. the operation must be planned to be
continuous.

c 48.
RONDAVAC
lNDBATT,

vc.

Because of security considerations, it is unfeasible that D D<1\ for Op
could be before 1 Dec. Due to further uncertainties on the arrival

is likely [0 he slipped to 1 Jan before all Ul1Ib are in place and

49. Latest Dav. The continued provision of aid IS a m.uor factor in determining the Latest

Day. order to generate the media attention needed. the return the Dps in time to plant
1'01' the short rainy season. and all the ive effects to be caused h\ further delav. a
Latest Day of" 1 .lun would be required. This would enable the DP:-- 10 harvest as carl~

as Oct/Nov 95 and the refugees to begin their harvest as carl~ as \ lay ()(). next
long rainy season.

50. liest Dav. The long rainx season \\ill not end until _~ 1 \1a~ - ,)11C P,)ssi1,k rc.ison
1:) select that as D Day However. given comparable argument rh.n the!\,';c ,nil,' ':'
dispcr:--:ing ....llic across the network. rather Ik1l1 rcm.uninc con, ,. !'

and the .ng merit or 1110\ tn1l quick lv til rct.un the ':upp,

tile loig St:1SOIl makes considerable ",']]'<'

' .. .,:; j;
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urgency, and the provision of the numerous supporting arrangements, a D Day of 1 Mar
95 is recommended.

51. The Decision to Go. Ultimately, it will be for the command triumvirate to select 0
Day. However, given the enormous planning burden which will be placed on the various
staffs, in order to make Op RONDAVAL succeed, this decision cannot be delayed for long,
if the recommended or latest 0 Days are to be achieved. The announcement of the plan
2.~ en early st~ge, will generate the enthusiasm, commitment and effort which can carry it

to fruition, ( ... the initiative, and deliver an alternative strategy to the BBGNU.

£VMMARY

52. Imperative. There is a Strategic Imperative to get the people home. It cannot be
delayed for much longer and constitutes such overwhelming sense that it must be realised.

53. Plan. There are two main phases to the Op RONDA VAL plan. which 1110re naturally

break down into a four phase operation as follows:

a. Now-31 Mar 95. Planning Phase. To include unification command.
information strategy development and the preparation of the Home Communes.

including a Land Commission.

b. 3; rdar '::5-30 Sep 95(approx). DP Phase. movement of the people from
DP carr.ps to their Home Communes. their re-establishment and preparation for the

harvest.

c. I Oct 95-31 May 96(approx). Refugee Phase. The movement of the people
from abroad to their Home Communes. re-establishment and preparation for

the harvest.

d. 31 Mav 96-1 Oct 96(approx). Post Operation Phase. The return to normality.
the harvests, and the re-establishment of social, economic and political infrastructure

There arc a number of prerequisites which ire immediate action:

a. The' provision of high quality advice to the BB(jNt:.

b. allocation of funds from international sources.

c. The establishment of a Land Commission.

d. A coordinated information strategy.

e. establishment of a Comhincd I j()

r. /\ coordinated total effort [n <upport Or R( )\1)\ \\1 ..

and bcvond.
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55. Moral Force. Op RONDAVAL cannot succeed without the complete commitment of
UN, the international community and the numerous other players who have a role,

particularly the BBGNU. There is only one way to generate this level of commitment; it
is by the complete domination of the situation by the military element, and the provision

the best possible officer leadership on the staff and in UNAMIR units. By providing this
moral force, UNAMIR can make Op RONDAVAL succeed.

56. This may be the only chance for Rwanda. Further delay may allow the
situation to deteriorate beyond redemption. Op RONDAVAL must be prosecuted with
speed and urgency, if this chance is not to missed.

57. If Op RONDAVAL is brought to fruition, the UN will have achieved
a signi ficant victory. The future of peacekeeping operations can only be enhanced in a
complex international environment, if practical enterprise can be shown to achieve lasting
results for millions people.

52. It ,S :10'], .eco.nmended that you give the authority for the detailed planning for Op
r<'~)ND!'. .,'A~" LJ cc.nmcnce.

59. The concept \\il1 need to be "sold" professionally to all the players. The role of the
SRScr in convincing the UN and the international community is critical.

c

(JO.I'ht.:rc is an urgent need to wrest
plan.

initiative from the BBGNl·. h) announcuig this

j ,\ P \HI L\I{KLY

f\'Lli
(;.~ Plans ;
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FC (Through Ops Channels) SOOO.l(Plans)

A STRATEGI(: PLAN FOR THE PARTIAL RESTORATION OF RWANDA

OP RONDAVAL

GENERAL

1. This paper is written as a response to the urgent need to develop a strategic plan for the
restoration Rwanda. It is produced as a personal perspective, in outline form only, and
will need to be developed in detail before implementation.

2. Some elements are controversial or involve the use of indirect methods. For this reason
the paper is for limited and personal circulation only, to be disseminated more widely at the
discretion of the Force Commander.

3. This paper seeks to:

a. Identify the strategic imperative of the Rwanda problem.

b. Focus the UN on it.

c. Describe a plan to implement the restoration of Rwanda' s agrarian infrastructure.
within certain limitations.

THE PROBLEM

BACKGROUND

4. Failure. Since the end the war, plans to restore Rwanda have not made significant
progress. This failure has been multi-dimensional. Some important components. discussed
further below are:

3. The weakness the BBCiNU.

b. control of Hutu population both
former government and its factions.

c. An inconsistent approach hy the L

d. Lack of coordination of the resources av ailable ll'

and without Rwanda. by the

I
c. International difficulties - the 'lure or diplom.rcv tt) del ivcr tangible results

The Plavers.

:"lrf

11k' BBCiNt: (LInd for 11K' i~\iJT\(l';LS .;1 ~t{i'
include the RPA) des.res the rcstorauon ,)1 f\\'

population. the meting n( jusncc 1,' 11 1< " ' \ '
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establishment of peaceful reconciliation. However, it does not demonstrate a clear
strategic vision. There are claims that extremist elements seek to establish a Tutsi
State in Rwanda. As this option is neither internationally acceptable nor
economically viable, it will not be discussed further. In recent weeks the BBGNU
has become more aggressive in its intentions and apparently more determined to
clear the camps by violent means. All the indications are that it is about to take the
. I·' • ~. ~
nutiauve.

b. Former Governrnent/RGF/lnterhamwe. The Former Government (FG) (also to
include the RGF and Interhamwe) denies the right by conquest of the RPF. It seeks
to reestablish itself as the legitimate authority in Rwanda, by whatever means are
available. It sees the control of the Hutu camps as the means by which this can be
achieved. There is a tension of control between the FG and BBGNU which will
have to be broken.

c. UN. The UN appears to seek an ambivalent solution to its many complex
dilemmas. It supports the BBGNU, but recognises, at diplomatic level, the essential
I-Iutu claims. It provides a framework for humanitarian and security operations.
operating for and against both factions, in different regions. It has weak relations
with the BBGNU and limited contact with the FG. In short. it is a hybrid
organisation. part actor, part spectator and apparently unsure of its role 111 Rwanda,
This role needs to be finely focused. The UN is reactive not proactive. It also
suffers from a weak image, particularly with Tutsi minorities.

d. UN Aid Agencies. The Aid Agencies. UNHCR. UNRLO and others, have a
complex role. They work within the framework of the UN. hut have additional
formal and informal leadership roles within the NGOs and the civil population.
They do not appear to be properly directed by the UN. or to feel constrained by the
discipline implicit in representing a major international body. Their contribution is
not fully coordinated. The September UNHCR report on RV.\ atrocities. which
undermined the RBGNU and spread rumours throughout the camps. is a clear
example of this problem.

e. Human Rights. The strategy of the Human Rights Team requires definition. It
has an important role to play in the restoration or Rwanda and the establishment of
legal redress for those who have been wronged. Its interface with the BBGNU and
the UN is undeveloped, and although its role will be critical fur the reconciliation
process. it is not yet a major player.

L NGOs. The 106+ NGOs based in Rwanda exercise huge pow cr. lhcir lack ()i

structure, of accountability and or cohesion makes them almost impossible Il)

control, except by consensus. As a whole. their motivations ~lrl' Sl) complex as to

make it possible that a few are working against the mainsucam of the BBGNl· and
UN. The strength of their position dictates the focus o l much ll( the political and
diplomatic activity in Rwanda and outside. Controllin : .md djrl>ctlll~ the ~(J\.):;

would provide considerable opportunity to action a strategic pl.m

TIlE !lvfPERATIVI·,

(, D\)lamics. The impetus of the momeru is IIlL'rl~:lc;!1' > ii, I).J

initiative. and the l N is currcntlx onlv in » i"'·lli,'!:
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in Rwanda is coming to a head, possibly within weeks, if not days. To preempt rash action
by the BBGNU, the UN has to provide a strategic plan which will meet the aspirations of
the main players, and will place the UN in a position of direct leadership. It is suggested
that there is only one means by which this can be achieved - the people must go home.

7. Advantages. Some major advantages of a return of the people from the camps, to their
homes, are given below. It would:

a. Restore Rwandan integrity. Enable the re-establishment of the nation state.

b. Reconcile the majority moderates of both ethnic groups.

c. Split the FG from the its Hutu population base without the prerequisite of a
complex diplomatic solution.

d. undermine the growth of a of disaffected le with its long-term
.rr.plications for extremism, Insurgency and a cycle of violence - the Palestinian
Syndrome.

e. Limit regional overspill of the conflict and as a corollary. reduce immediate
tensions in the

e. Restore the dignity the Hutu population.

f. Provide a structure for the future.

g. Minimise growing dependency on the aid structure.

h. E::-s;Jond to the decrease in food aid available in
fj"::nzt:1ia.

areas. particularly II1

i. Neutralise the impetus of "aid
end to the aid required.

by providing a

i Minimise environmental damage, particularly in the fertile areas ()f Sector -1-.
which are needed to support an indigenous agrarian population

k. Provide a alternative to the BBGNU. so that thcv do not resort to
violent methods to achieve the same aims.

A~lo\\ the UN to take the initiative and retain it.
I .
• t •

include:

:.L The remainder of the FG will
to alienation the potential

lesser sea ic.

in the cam
to develop <l

I ncvitahlx

S\ndn1!111:. :11
\\ III

nn J

h. lhe possibil that land disputes between relUrIh'·> ,

erupt into widespread violence
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c. The likelihood that if the process of reconciliation should fail, the cycle of
violence would continue.

9. Balance. On balance, the long-term advantages of encouraging the population to return
far outweigh those of allowing them to remain in place. More exhaustive cause-and-effect
analysis is now required, for diplomatic and political purposes. It is suggested that this is
in the provenance of the SRSG.

10. Strategic Imperative. I believe that the Strategic Imperative for Rwanda requires no
further definition. It is to get the people home. Although some road transport may be
available for the old, young and sick, the majority must walk. It is now for the UN to
focus on this Imperative and deliver a practical plan. The remainder of this paper
concentrates on that.

AIM

II. The aim ef this paper is to
Op RONDA VAL.

a method for the partial restoration of Rwanda

12. Limitations. It is not proposed to consider:

a. The wider international implications of Op RONDA VAL, which In

domain of the SRSG.

b. The complexities of Op RONDA VAL through the UN machinery, which
wil I -'=~luire the SRSG' s personal intervention, at the highest levels.

c. 1'11:: Jr::-,L.> krill political and security dimensions (beyond three years) which will
,:<:CC;11pa,:y the restoration Rwanda. in particular the holding of free and fair
elections.

13. Before Op RONDA VAL can implemented. a number of conditions would need 10

obtain. The absence one or more of these requirements cannot prevent from
material ising, and must not seen as an absolute barrier to further prouress
~ j,,-: plans [1'1 to gain. or lose. the huge momentum
rcu..ircs. : :",ving identified Imperative. we must aim 10

or net vvc cr..~ be sure conditions.

l3lKiNU

14. The Abilit\, to Q()y(.'rl1.. BBGNU lacks the abilitv to gl1vern. With no real
infrastructure. patch> government experience. and no funds. it is currently expected t\l I
the couutry back to normality imposition of a rationale on this situation mu tv ..
first priority hut requires the most careful and sensitive hand linu. ihr BB( ,',:
hI.' alienated in the process. or consider that it j, losing cornr. ., ,\

suggeslCd that the I1BGNU nO\\
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a. The Advice and Assistance of the World's Government Administrators. The
very best minds, the most able organisers and the broadest lateral thinkers must be
invited to Rwanda immediately, to provide direction in a situation of complex chaos.
This activity need not be UN sponsored, but it must involve the generous giving of
largely unrewarded service.

b. The Injection of Funds. A government that has no money, no means of paying
its employees, and no ability to undertake fiscal planning, is hardly a government,
The momentum required to inject capital needs an urgent impetus; the
implementation of Op RONDAVAL may provide it, and moreover offers the
opportunity for the UN to impose financial limitations on the BBGNU recipients,
which 212Y have many positive effects, discussed further below.

c. The Rationalisation of Structure. With the country largely bereft of organisation,
the BBGNU has an opportunity to develop government structures which match
immediate needs. Complex bureaucratic machinery, perhaps more appropriate in the
future. is not needed now. The building of unique, goal-orientated government
structures for the specific purpose of Op RONDAVAL, provides an opportunity for
truncated decision-making. It may also provide a unique opportunity to
BBGNU activities with those of the other key players.

15. CQnfidence. BBGNU lacks confidence in its ability to deliver results. The
complete support of the UN and the international community are required if this situation
is to be changed This implies a full-blooded association with the BBGNU. a fully
committed approach to cooperative venture and a much more positive relationship between
the RPA UNAMIR. This could be achieved by:

a. Coordinated operations.

b. Combined training.

c. The development of a more posiuve image within UNAMIR. to include
rudimentary Kinyarwanda language skills at all levels.

16. UNAMIR \-vill not have a capacity to deliver an overwhelming nu
presence in ,{wanda. the current mandate. At present, the security of over f of the
COL! s vcrv j and this been the case since mid-August. However. by late-
No\cmbcr/~~:rl) December UNAMIR. with some notable administrative excenuons. will be
l~lrgel) complete. The implications of . are that:

a UNA!'vIIR wil! soon be able to deli vcr its best quality solution.

h A perceived lack or sufficient security is no longer a cause for the dclav \.)[ ~l

plan.

17. The RP,\ developed a considerable capability since the end of the \\:11. rllL'

prnsp'-:ct o!' 'in' brigades. albeit largely constituted 01 recent recruits. SL'ClllS 111111,'111'

lil.clv [he R;;!' sccuritv delivery potential is reaching maturitv tn the )."
dcvc 1,1)'1'';2111 111" he expected. hut Ihe -uccess 1\[' ()r I,:( ,'\ ;) \.'

( ! ....

pp ik.b
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a Hutu population base will be necessary prerequisites for this. The implications of this are
that:

a. The RPA is well placed to deliver security support to a strategic plan.
"

b. The quality of this could improve with time and further training.

,
c. tJl'fAMlR may be able to assist in improving the RPAs security performance.

\

The military and quasi-military elements of the FG are in a position to
influence the security conditions in the camps. The breaking of this hold will be an
important prerequisite for a successful extraction of moderate Hutu majority, both
internally and abroad. It is suggested that this can be achieved by:

a. A much more aggressive approach by UNAMIR to of a security
presence in the camps in Rwanda, at the time the momentum to move is being
generated.

b. A much less aggressive approach by the RPA in those camps, to
order to win the confidence of the people.

now, In

C. A coordinated information campaign which has at its core a oesian to split the
from the D~C derate majority. This is discussed in more below.

e. The creation of similar conditions in the camps abroad considering:

(1 ). Coordinating security support from the mil forces of the
neighbouring countries.

(2). Augmenting that support by the use of UNAM!R or RPA troops.

(3). Creating a strategic deception plan. primarily in

political dimensions. to limit the influence of the FG
periods of decision.

diplomatic and
during the critical

("1', r~equesting enhanced military nrn,1'.""'" to This might

involve the use of air power and

(5). L1ilising the "\Velcome Camp"
moderate majority from Fe:; ('Vl!r("111

111 Rwanda. to divorce the

in the Home
The

achieved. More
Conun unes.

JU~:.""'-.,,;, scnous Time and
:'U..!LlCIILllllJ.:, as (0]

Iq Sccuritv in the Ilome Communes. secure environment
('nrnmunes will he considered as a very priority bv the

111 01' Gendarmerie wi II be . i11 order for
importantly provision or sufficient UNAMIRJRP.J\
at the same time as it will he needed in the in
Spae\..~ iI11111c,:i~):1S. :\ proposed solution would involve
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of decision,

c. A transfer of security emphasis tram the camps to the routes home, as Op
RONDAVAL progresses.

d. A transfer of security emphasis from the routes home to the Home Communes,
as Op RONDAvAL progresses,

e. Only then, a shift of emphasis from the Home Communes to the problem of the
camps abroad, perhaps in concert with the "Welcome Camp" concept.

20, Phasing. In principle, this be a two phase operation, concentrating first on the
camps within Rwanda and only then on those outside, if best-case security aspirations are

to be achieved. That the population abroad may not follow this sequence, and may begin
to move in response to the internal population momentum, must also considered.

21, The security plan to support Op RONDAVAL will
complex, will require considerable coordination and the careful use of resources. While

much more 'l.0:-k is required, framework is already evident and will involve in outline:

a. The lead of UNAMIR in development of plan.

h. The education of the RPA to match the tone of its operation to UNAMlR's.

c. A significant emphasis on ensuring that Dps and refugees are not alienated by
this combined activity.

d. use of the Gendarmerie.

e. i\ sequence of security emphasis which follows

refugees.
movement of the and

f. A tWJ phase operation first in Rwanda. and
outside.

concentrating on the camps

Y" or all tile problems faci the BI3CiNU in the successful prosecution
or ()]I RONDA VAL distribution of land remains paramount Some of the difficulties
\\ hich can anticipated arc:

a lhc rightful O\\I1c1'S ill' a parcel of land were k:
j10 itimaic claimant.

III 11l\:.' fighting. and there is

b. _.'mel's have ulrcadv laid claim to land lhe: prcviousl. occupied. or other !
.,.!:: 1, IS currcntlv uncla

c. Opportunists may establish themselves 011 lund 1(\ \\ hich thcx
\\ hich is convenient h available

'i " "I
.•. IILl
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wealth, by annexing adjacent land.

e. A~ l1!0re Dps and refugees return, the complexity of these difficulties increases.

" "I

Some Arithmetic. Because the population figures prior to the war were imprecise, it
is not possible to describe the extent of the problem accurately. However, given that the
number killed during the war is in the region of 500,000-1,000,000, in principle, the land
required to support the population (albeit barely) should thus have increased
commensurately. There are, however, other factors:

a. Up to 300,000 returnees may now be occupying land in Rwanda.

b. FG extremists, and those guilty of genocide are unlikely to return at all, or if
they do. will not be likely to return to their Home Communes. It is difficult to
guess this figure precisely, but it is likely to result in a net increase in the amount
of land available.

c. The BBGNU has stated that government land, including that in National Parks.
will ae made available to relieve land pressure.

In principle, there should enough land to go to all the people who have
a legitimate claim, within the following limitations:

a. Plot sizes must be largely restricted to those norms which operated before the
war.

b. Careful consideration must be given to the distribution or land within families.

L. I\'oo:e must encouraged. usi an incentive system. to accept other plots.
perhaps ::1 lither areas. if a dispute between past and current owners arises and
cannot resolved.

d. registration of the population must accompany the distribution of land.

) The only means of achieving such a complex solution is through
a l.and Commission It must be large enough to cope with a massive influx of people.
robust enough to deliver practical solutions and imaged to ensure the wholehearted support
of the 11 must also he heav i lv funded. The organisation for such an

undcrtaki exisrs and could be mobilised to \l' one or the worlds most serious human
lnlgedies. It is that the tenet" or the Land Commission should be:

a. Entire ~ independent. possiblv funded and delivered
excellent Oi"gan' skills eg t :S.\ or Germany

a SlI1gle country with

b Access Wall the population data available. with the authorir. 10 conduct all

independent Ce!hUS

c. Iii h:chnnJogy solutions In cope \\ irh massive data requirements. ltl 11K u.l,: -h.:
usc () I' n.nrona l-str.ncgic rnainlrarnc compurcrs.

d \1apping tucrlitics
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use management in the EC.

e. The infrastructure to register the population in the countryside.

f. The communications support to maintain the Commission, which will involve the
large-scale use of interpreters.

INFORMATION

26. The Information Battle. The UN has not entered the information battle. and has had
limited influence on it, save outside Rwanda's borders, where the press has been largely
supportive. Internally, the rei uctance of the BBGNU to allow formal communications to
return, and control of information within the camps the FG, have been major
obstacles ::'"\ pomulgating a strong message of hope to the people. If Op RONDAVAL is
to succeed, this must change.

27. The Oral Societv. Few Westerners understand the dynamics of an Oral Society.
Information is passed quickly. in considerable detail, but often loses much in the passage.
in terms of accuracy. The FG understands these mechanisms well and the UN must learn
to do the same. The system of passing information. the structure of the oral exchanges and
the quality of the end result are aspects of the oral communication system which the UN
can use to its advantage and can learn to replicate and exploit.

\VIn the ;r:hrmation battle.
Imperative, tne will to return
cornponerr.s 'Jf this \\'ill be:

The UN the technology ami the funding to
With central coordination. in support of the Strategic

people to their homes can be generated. Important

a. 1 he passage of information radio, leaflet, and through helicopter and vehicle-
mounted PA systems. (currently on order).

b. A coordinated message from the BBGNU and UN.

c. development of confidence-building measures with village elders. by briefing
them thoroughly on Op RONDAVAL and inviting to participate in
planning and implementation process.

d. ':1\' "hearts and minds" campaign conducted throughout the clllnps to "sell" the
PC\Sil:fC aspects ROND.:\ VI\!., and it the moderate majority I'rom the FG
cxtrc.u isis

c ;\ feedback system whicb wi]] enable the l.i~ to measure 111\.: extent (\1' its
information success. and adjust its plan accordi v. ThIS I involve the usc of
IIU ILiNFO.

'9 The Capa~il\.-.J£LPcll\~l:'L .:~j(i. lhc combined ctf,Ir!" (,( 1h.' I '\ agcllLlcs il,'
irncruauonal comrnunitv and the 1\(;i)~ han: probabl. reach II'; m.:\,11' ,I, ' .• ;, ...,1 '
." ...•..:,',". tIl deliver ;iIL!. 1his d,k:S not vet mcun 1. i II ".' •

coordina.irn improv C S [1' .rcnual. '\Ill
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and tools. It is likely that this capacity will begin to decline shortly, and this factor may
determine the timefrarne for the implementation for Op RONDAVAL. The reasons for this
decline are likely to be:

a. "Aid Fade". The conscience of the world has been sufficiently pricked to
provide the enormous contribution that has already been made. Media boredom
with Rwanda, competition with other crises and the speed with "which Western
people focus on new issues, contribute to a future which looks bleak. Op
RONDAVAL may produce fresh impetus, to neutralise or diminish the effect of "aid
fade".

b. NGO Orientation. Many NGOs are short-term disaster relief organisations only.
and have no capacity or desire to settle on long-term problems. As leave
Rwanda, the capacity to deliver aid will decrease.

c, UNAMIR Assistance. BRITCON humanitarian effort is about to cease.
arrival of the remaining contingents will utilise transport resources to the maximum.
and provide no further redundancy to help deliver

30. Implications. If aid is to decline in volume, there is an urgent need to regenerate
interest and commitment Rwanda. RONDA V may provide a suitable catalyst for
this. If world can convinced that a rational solution is possible in Rwanda, its
generosity car: again be sought. With better coordination. a more efficient result could be
achieved. With media footwork. The UN might expect to increase aid capacity. in
line with the requirement.

31 Op RONDA VAL will increase the requirement aid. It is much
easier to coordinate in concentrated camps it is to spread the same resources over
a wider area, such as a Commune. During the implementation aid will needed:

a. In the camps. including a reserve for the people to carry.

Concurrentlv on the routes home
from the to the routes horne.
of the

IJ1 Way Stations. Emphasis must be shifted
much as envisaged in the security clement

c. the I lome Cnl1111Hl1JeS, I'hc pre-positioning or aid in the I lome Communes
II become an important aspect uf conf buildi The emphasis will need

to shifted from the camps and routes to ! lome Communes. as Op
Ror>JDA V Al dn clops

d. In the longer-term. the provision of aid ~ll1d irs withdr.rc al in I lome
Communes must he coordinated with allocation llf land by the l.and
Commission. the issue of seeds and tOllls. and the pLlIltin2'- 01' cn\))::, in lime for
harvest. Beyond that. further assistance. advice and techno will 11:1\ e ;iI1

important to play.

F ')ND:\\/>'flll'
~~ructurl~ :-)!1r L:!~ he

It is assumed that the 1:\ ;lgel1cl,", \\Ili he
Slr;lleglc lmpcrariv c will sc,,:u;e 'i'p\)rl

tn cn~urc Ih:it lh~"'rl' ~1r,: fld dl"';:-:'('l:i~'r", 'll'''' .

cons'

ilJIlU I J'ill
____________----- ,~_~q_._.,...._,_-1_,-"",------- - ...... _
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of the NGGs.

33. The NGGs. Perceptions of the NGGs vary throughout Rwanda. The mosaic of
interests and niche aid provision which the 106+ NGGs represent, serve to describe the
complexities of dealing with them effectively. It is clear that many are suspicious of the
military, are resistant to coordination, and in a very small number of cases, appear to be
w~r~ing aga~;'1st the, common good. UNREG must provide leadership of the NGGs in order
to' coordinate ,t~~lr activities in support of Op RONDAVAL. The following methods should
be effectiy~:

a. Non-Adversarial Approach. The impatience of organised bodies when dealing
with uncoordinated civilian organisations is legendary to the point of caricature. But
this approach will not work. In order to gain the trust and support of the NGGs, it
is necessary to:

(1). Deal with them individually, rather than as a group. Their strength is
their cohesive anarchism. Break this cohesion and they will be unable to
function as a group.

(2). Use personal relationships to develop a high level crcdibi

(3). "Sell" our approach to Op RONDAVAL 111 a way which causes a
positive momentum to develop in the NGOs.

c. Coop~ration. The advantages of cooperation are evident to most of the NGOs.
and Op RONDAVAL cannot work effectively without it on a grand scale. '!
following will assist in generating NOO cooperation:

(I). Media reward. Most NGOs need media recognition in order to develop
their aid base and service their organisations. A coordinated reward S} stern
of media coverage will a long way to secure their cooperation.

en Most NCJOs do not \\ ish to go the long haul.
recognise that they do not have the capacity for it By stressing the medium
term nature of Op RONDAVAL the l iN can generate their support towards
a finite end emergency in Rwanda. S~l\I: the residual commitment (or

FG extremists in camps. ually. inherent ire not to foresee
an immediate end to their efforts, can be S311Sficd.

b. Coercion. One reason the 1'\(;05 resist cooperation is that there arc 11,1 sanctions
against them While the majority arc ;.-dcdrcarcd and committed. d small
number have an unhelpful approach. These could he focused on the need to

cooperate if the BBCrNU were to:

(J). LImit their operations to those areas wluch (ill a I1l'Cc! in support {\( Op
RONDAVAL.

I ). Exercise the option to remove
have a limited effect on {}p }{()Nf).\'\' \;

The 11 \(. .:

" . til) ~-: !

1411
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considerably if Op RONDAVAL is to succeed.

COMMAND AND CONTROL

The Command Ethos. An operation of the scale of Op RONDAVAL needs to be
commanded, The SRSG's skills lie in the highest levels of international diplomacy, where
support for Op RONDAVAL will be essential. The BBGNU does not have the experience
or resources to develop the leadership of such a complex plan. It is clear that leadership
of Op RONDAVAL, de facto, will devolve to the Fe.

35. A Working Structure. The superimposition of command on the required political
structure will be tricky. A triumvirate is suggested, consisting of:

a. The BBGNU as nominal head.

e. The SRSG, to deal with the external international elements of Op RONDA VAL.
role in this process is absolutely pivotal.

c FC exercising operational command of Op RONDA VAL.

36. If the UN is to direct Op RONDAVAL. the BBGNU will
have to be controlled. The best weapon in the UN's armoury is money. without which
Rwanda will not be able to develop, particularly in the long term, The control of funds can
be linked to the success of Op RONDAVAL as follows:

a, Setting management objectives. within specified and absolute time restrictions
the of initial funding.

b. Assessing success against those criteria.

Co Releasing further funds as a direct result of this success.

d. Developing a reward/penalty system for infrastructural development which
matches the cooperative success of the BBGNU.

e. Providing long-term economic incentives beyond effect of Op !{O\!l)AVAL

:,7. There will never true Unity of Command hv
organising a tailor-made command structure Op RONDA VA I it is possihle to produce
something which equates to it. It is suggested that the followini; principles could he
employed'

a. Op RONDA VAL lo he seen ;IS <l cornhincd
operation in which all the major players arc represented The 13 Be' I'. the \ arious
clements of the UN, UNREO. the NGOs. the l.and Commission. the IJUlI1an Rights
TC2.l11. and external government advisers.

h. Although . \\\1uld t.· I" he' ',1 ,

another guise. Battle Management techniques \\ 111 !'\"iliJ ( j,

;1 command system. directed purcl, .u opcr.nron..' Jl

;1 war headquarters. vvil I elle,:l i·,' ( .
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entire operation, over a long period of exhausting effort will be required. These are
the best methods to achieve this.

c. Chain of Command. A regional system of command will need to be developed.
The Combined HQ will need to work to a lower level, at which the main players are
represented, probably at Sector/Prefecture level, with some delegation to Communes.

d. Integrated Communications. The communications system has to be integrated
to handle UN, BBGNU and other organisations' needs. A comprehensive plan will
be needed to develop current structures.

38 Combined HQ. A single facility will be required. The Amahoro Stadium may fulfil
the real-estate and communications requirements.

39. Manning. The UNAMIR element of the Combined HQ will need to be enhanced.
There may be an argument for retaining an operational/tactical level HQ at the Amahoro
Hotel. Possible means of developing manning for the Combined HQ include:

a. An enhanced international staff.

b. An integrated staff from a formed HQ already 111 existence Il1 a contributing
country.

c. The use of high-quality MILOBs as staff officers.

d. A combination of the above.

TIMING

Government Advice. The availability of specialist advice to the BBGNU needs to be
determined early. but is not a necessary prerequisite for the commencement or Op
RONDAVt\L

.:1-1. Security. The security prerequisites for Or RONDAVAL could be met \)\ November
or December.

Urgent work is needed to determine how quickly the Land
Commission can be formed. The physical presence the Land Commission is not ~lJ1

essential orcrcquisite for Op RONDA VAL to commence. but the machinery must he ill
place l~)" eJTectively on arrival or the first Dps in the! lome Communes.

-\.3. The formulation of an information plan must precede other
activity. Work must be put in hand immediately to develop the information str:ncg~ I,ll" Op
RONDAVI\!.

.:1-4. lhc potential to deliver aid wj]] diminish lInk:.:-- the llWl11,:J:lU

ROl\l)A\' \L IS generated soon. [he cue for this could 'Ih,,' ;1\:li1:l'~; I

Commission infrastructure: once is is determined .:l" " ,; :', • "

v.iihout 'tic timi

;;ttL
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45. Funding. The provision of funds to the BBGNU and in support of Op RONDAVAL
will be an essential prerequisite to the commencement of operations. The urgency of the
situation might provide the release authority from potential donors.

46. Yardsticks are needed to evaluate the duration of each phase of Op
RONDAVAL Given the time it took for the people to flee from their Home Communes
to the camps, it is not unreasonable to expect:

a. phase 1. Return of Dps. Six months, which will include the reception measures
being set up, the launch of the information campaign, the walk home, the allocation
of land, and the establishment of families in their Home Communes, but not the
harvesting of crops, which may extend the period to 9-12 months.

b. Phase 2. Return of refugees. After the return of the Dps. Up to nine months.
Which will include all the above elements, but in some cases longer distances to
travel. The harvesting of the first crop may extend this period to 12-15 months.

47. Weather. The of the long rainy season on Op RONDA VAL is difficult to
predict. not least because the huge increase in traffic flow on dirt roads, not been seen
before. However, the effects of weather should not be considered as overriding, although
they may be a consideration for the timing of the start of the operation, because:

cc , Traffic will need to move both to/from the camps as it will to/from the Home
Communes. concern over whether it wil! be feasible to maintain the aid flow
to can-ps during the long rainy season, is thus diminished if effort is shifted
COllC,::-"cr::tlj to the Home Communes.

b. Even 1rOp RONDA VAL were to begin December, it would probably extend
over two long and two short rainy seasons. The now of people may reduce during
these periods, but as this is not predictable, the operation must planned to be
continuous.

Because of security considerations, it is unfeasible that D Day for Op
could be before 1 Dec. Due to further uncertainties on the arrival

!\J])BXIT..his is likely to be slipped to 1 Jan before all units are in place and
ctfccuvc.

-+9 The continued provision of aid is a major factor in determining the Latest
D~l~. In order to generate the media attention needed. the return of the Ups in time h) plant
Ior the short rainy season. and all the negative effects to be caused further delay. ~l

l.al<.:st I)i.l~ of I Jun l)S would be required. . would enable the Df's to as carlv
as (kt/Nm and the refugees to begin their harvest as as May 96. after the ncxi

rumv season.

:,iI, The long rainy season will not end until 31 )'\'13) 95. one pass! e reason
t: -clcct that as j) J)a\ However. given the comparable argument that there is virtue i
dlspcr~lIJg: rc across the network. rather than remaining concentr: 111 t h,: ,
,mel t!le :ng merit of moving quickly t(. retain the aid <u '.,'1,',1

I\ng S(;:lSOI1 makes considerable >-;\'1)':\ ! n :t"·,','
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urgency, and the provision of the numerous supporting arrangements, a D Day of 1 Mar
95 is recommended.

51. The Decision to Go. Ultimately, it will be for the command triumvirate to select D
Day. However, given the enormous planning burden which will be placed on the various
staffs, in order to make Op RONDAV AL succeed, this decision cannot be delayed for long,
if the recommended or latest 0 Days are to be achieved. The announcement of the plan
2! an early $:~ge, will generate the enthusiasm, commitment and effort which can carry it
t'J fruition, I <". the initiative, and deliver an alternative strategy to the BBGNU.

SUMMARY

52. Imperative. There is a Strategic Imperative to get the people home. It cannot be
delayed for much longer and constitutes such overwhelming sense that it must be realised.

53. Plan. There are two main phases to the Op RONDA VAL plan, which more naturally

break down into a four phase operation as follows:

a. NO\v-31 Mar 95. Planning Phase. To include unification of command,
information strategy development and the preparation of the Home Communes,

including a Land Commission.

b. :1; Mar ;5-30 SeQ 95(approx). DP Phase. The movement of the people from
DP to their Home Communes, their re-establishment and preparation for the

harvest.

c 1 Oct 95-31 Mav 96(approx). Refugee Phase. The movement of the people
from abroad to their Home Communes. their re-establishment and preparation for

the harvest.

d. . Post Operation Phase. The return to normality,

the harvests, and the re-establishment of social. economic and political infrastructure.

There are a number of prerequisites which require immediate action:

a. provision or high quality advice to the BBGNlJ.

h. lhc allocation of funds from international sources.

,: The establishment of a Land Commission

d. .\ c'llmiinated information strategy.

c I he establishment of a CombineJ HQ.

1.\ clHlldinakJ total L'll()j·t to support Op RO:\D:\ VAL throughout the ((lUI11f\

1'_'\ond

n 1.
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55. Moral Force. Op RONDAVAL cannot succeed without the complete commitment of
the UN, the international community and the numerous other players who have a role,
particularly the BBGNU. There is only one way to generate this level of commitment; it
is by the complete domination of the situation by the military element, and the provision

of the best possible officer leadership on the staff and in UNAMIR units. By providing this
moral force, UNAMIR can make Op RONDAVAL succeed.

56. This may be the only chance for Rwanda. Further delay may allow the
situation to deteriorate beyond redemption. Op RONDA VAL must be prosecuted with
speed and urgency, if this chance is not to missed.

57. The Reward. If Or RONDAVAL is brought to fruition, the UN will have achieved
a significant victory. The future of peacekeeping operations can only be enhanced In a
complex international environment j f practical enterprise can be shown to achieve mg

results for millions of people.

ACTION----

It .s :1lY;\, -eco.nmcndcd that you give the authority for the detailed planning for Op
r{:Y";J)i\~/A~~ ,) ccrnn.cncc.

)9. The concept will need to be ld" professionally to all the players. The role the
SRS(j in convincing the UN and the international community is critical.

(,0. [here is an urgent need to \\TC5t

plan.
initiative from the BBGNL hv announcing this

r :\ P \H :U.:\RKL't'
\1aj
l;3 Plans ;,

I xt 11 l..+x
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APPENDIX 1
TO ANNEX C
TO OPlan 15
DATED •.. JUN 94

AIDE MEMOIRE

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT FOR ALL MEMBERS OF UNAMIR
MILITARY COMPONENT AUTHORIZED TO CARRY ARMS
AND AMMUNITION IN RWANDA

1. GENERAL RULES

a. You have the right to use force in self defence.

b. In all situations, you are to use the minimum force
necessary.

c. Fire arms must ONLY be used as a last resort.

2. CHALLENGING

a. Shout "UNO, HALT OR I SHOOT" or nOND, HAGARARA CYANGWA
NIWANGA NKURASErt.

b. Repeat the warning as many times as necessary.

c. Charge weapons.

d. fire warning shots into safe ground ensuring that a
ricochet is impossible.

e. If necessary, open fire on order or under control of
a superior.

3. OPENING FIRE WITHOUT CHALLENGING. Opening f ire without
challenging is permissible if an attack comes so unexpectedly that
even a moment's delay could:

a. lead to death or serious injury to UN personnel.

b. Lead to death or serious injury to persons who are
under the protection of UNAMIR.

c. lead to the theft, damage or destruction of UNAMIR
property or property UNAMIR has been mandated to protect.

4. bCTION DURING FIRING

a. Aim while firing.

Al-l
UN RESTRICTED
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b. Don't shoot more than necessary.

c. Take all possible precaution in order not to hurt anybody
else but the target.

5. ACTIONS AFTER FIRING

a. Give first aid to any wounded.

b. Record time of firing and type of weapons used.

c. Report through chain of command by answering the
questions: Who? Where? What? Why?

Al - 2
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ensuring the furtherance of this objective. However, circumstances
could arise where the use of force by UNAMIR personnel would be
justified. When this occurs, the nature of peace-keeping will
demand that such actions by UNAMIR will be applied with restraint:
Use of Minimum Force.

4. The ROE stated in this directive apply to all personnel from
all nations providing personnel to UNAMIR. The ROE are written
in the form of prohibitions or permissions. Issued as
prohibitions, they are orders not to take specific actions. Issued
as permission, they will be guidance to commanders that certain
specific actions may be taken if they are judged necessary in
achieving the aim of the mission. Commanders at all levels are
required to translate this directive and to also ensure its
dissemination to every soldier under their command. In addition
they are to ensure that troops under their command understand this
directive.

5. Amendments to this directive will be issued as required and as
approved by the UN.

6. This directive will be classified UN RESTRICTED.

DEFINITIONS

7. The following key definitions must be clearly understood by
all personnel in UNAMIR.

a. For;:ce. The use of physical means to impose one's will.
Military force is the use of the physical means provided by
formed, armed and disciplined bodies of troops under unified
command to the same end and generally implies the use of
significant levels of violence. However, the whole raison
d' etre of peace-keeping is that peace should be achieved
without the use of military force. Peace-keeping is
substantially different from peace enforcement under Chapter
VII of the UN Charter. UN peace-keeping operations, including
UNAMIR, will be carried out by unarmed military and police
observers and armed forces only equipped for self-defence.

b. Self Defence. Action to protect oneself or one's unit,
when faced with an instant and overwhelming need, leaving no
choice of means and no time for deliberation.

c. Hostile Intent. Hostile intent is an action(s) which
appear{s) to be preparatory to an aggressive action against
personnel or equipment of Peace-keeping Forces and/or
property under their responsibility.

2
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d. Hostile Act. A hostile act is any aggressive action
against personnel or equipment of Peace-keeping Forces
and/or property under their responsibility.

e. Minimum Force. The minimum authorized degree of force
which is necessary, reasonable and lawful in the
circumstances.

f. Collateral Damage. Damage to persons or property
adjacent to, but not part, of an authorized target.

g. positive Identification. Assured identification by a
specific means can be achieved by any of the following
methods:visual, electronic support measures, track behavior,
flight plan correlation, thermal imaging, passive acoustic
analysis or IFF procedures.

h. Armed Force. The use of fire arms and other weapons
(ie batons, bayonets, CS Gas,etc) including warning shots.

i. Unarmed Force. The use of physical force short of the
use of firearms or other weapons (ie batons, bayonets, CS gas,
etc) •

j. UNAMIR Installations. UNAMIR installations are:

(1) Compounds or structures surrounded by a fence or
wall containing UN personnel, UN stores and Equipment or
UN property.

(2) Vital Points/Installation, Key points/Installations
protected by UN troops.(ie installations into which UN
troops will not allow any entry unless to persons
presenting themselves through the normal entrances/exists
and after going through proper identification checks).

(3) Displaced Persons/Refugee Camps established under
UN auspices and guarded/protected by UN troops.

k. Threat.
as:

A threat under the circumstance is defined

(1) The directing of a weapon(s) to any UNAMIR
installation will be considered as hostile intent and
must lead to preparedness by troops to respond to any
fire from that weapon(s).

3
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(2) Any firing at the UN troops protecting/guarding/
escorting displaced persons/refugees, authorized persons
or store/equipment will be considered as a hostile act
and must lead to an immediate response by fire.

1. Humanitarian Convoy. A convoy carrying humanitarian/
relief items or persons who are either displaced or refugees
under UNAMIR protection.

m. Armed Escort. Troops/Armoured Personnel Carriers
detailed to eScort VIPs, FC/DFC/other UNAMIR personnel/Convoy
or Humanitarian activity convoys.

AUTHORITY

8. The general guideline on the delegation of authority for the
use of different types of weapons in self defence is as follows:

a. Force Commander or Commander Officiating in
his absence.

(1) Heavy Support Weapons (ie rocket
artillery pieces, light mortars, etc).

launchers,

(2) Heavy Machine Guns or Cannons (.50 cal, 20mm etc).

(3) Medium Machine Guns ie FN MAG, M60 etc).

b. Battalion Commander down to NCO level at the scene
of a threat.

(1) Personal weapons for single shot fire.

(2) Light Machine Guns.

(3) Personal weapons in automatic fire role.

9. Where the situation permits, the subordinate HQs must inform
Force HQ before resorting to armed force. Where this is not
possible, the commander at the threatening incident scene must use
his discretion, based on these guidelines.

CONCEPT

10. UNAMIR personnel may use their weapons:

a. To defend themselves, UN protected Humanitarian Convoys,
other UN lives, or persons under their protection against
direct attack, acting always on the orders of the officer or
SNCO at the threatening incidenti
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b. To defend the possession of property of installations
belonging to or under the protection of the UN from damage,
theft or destruction.

c. To resist attempts by forceful means to prevent this
Force from discharging its duties, acting under the personal
authority of the Force Commander or his authorized replacement
only.

d. To resist deliberate military or para-military incursions
into united Nations protected areas Cie UN displaced persons/
Refugee camps.

PRINCIPLES

11. When an incident occurs that requires the use of force, the
following principles will be adhered to:

a. Only m1n1mum force consistent with achieving the
immediate aim will be employed.
b. If possible, prevention by negotiation must be exhausted
before any use of force is initiated.

c. If possible, verbal warning and an escalation of unarmed
force must be exhausted before any use of armed force is
initiated.

d. If possible, warning shots should precede "fire for
effect" (fire for effect is firing at the centre of mass of
the target).

e. If a threatening situation develops where firing for
effect seems the only option, it will be initiated only after
all the warning procedures above have been exhausted, except
if there is an immediate threat as per para 10 where a delay
would cause casualties or destruction of property, in which
case fire for effect may be initiated under the order of
the senior commander present without delay.

f. In firing for effect, the guiding principles must be
minimum force. Care must be taken that collateral damage
is minimised (ie action which will cause collateral damage
prohibited) and that no escalation of the level of
violence is initiated by UNAMIR. RETALIATION IS
PROHIBITED. Each action should be met with a like action from
UNAMIR.

g. Fire must be controlled by the senior commander present
and is to cease once the aim has been achieved; and

5
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h. After the firing incident, the senior commander present
must transmit a full report at the earliest opportunity to
Force HQ followed by a detailed written report.

12. When possible, each escalation in the use of force should
be authorized by the chain of command of UNAMIR. A request in
clear by radio for authorization to fire can have a calming effect
on its own. Permission to use higher level of force must be
obtained from the appropriate commander as per para 8. The senior
commander on the spot is responsible for assessing the situation.

TYPES OF FORCE

13. There are two types of force, Unarmed force and Armed force.

a. Unarmed Force. Unarmed force involves the use of all
means, short of the use of fire arms or other weapons, to
discharge the duties mandated to UNAMIR. Examples are the
use of physical means like wrestling, use of vehicles to
block, etc. UNAMIR personnel are authorized to use unarmed
force under the following circumstances:

(1) When the safety of UN personnel is threatened with
unarmed threats.

( 2) When infiltrations or envelopments are attempted
without firing.

(3) When UN installations/displaced persons camps are
violated.

(4) In self-defence from unarmed attack.

(5) When unarmed attempts are made to abduct or arrest
UN civilians or military personnel or displaced persons/
refugees.

( 6 ) When unarmed attempts are made to steal UN
property/Relief items or property under charge of the UN

(7) When unarmed attempts are made to prevent UNAMIR
personnel from carrying out their responsibilities as
ordered by their commanders.

b. Armed Force. Armed Force is the use of any weapon of
fire-arm. Examples are the use of CS gas to deny entry into
a UN installation/UN displaced persons/refugee camps, the use
of bayonet to disperse a crowd, the use of aimed shots to
defend a convoy from armed attack. UNAMIR personnel are
authorized to use armed force against armed persons as
follows:
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(1) In self defence.

(2) Against attempts to disarm UNAMIR personnel.

(3) When other UN personnel are in mortal danger.

(4) When other lives are in mortal danger.

(5) In defence of UNAMIR installations, displaced
persons/refugee camps under UN protection, UNAMIR
convoys/Humanitarian Relief convoys under armed
attacks.

(6) When attempts are made to compel UNAMIR personnel
by armed force to withdraw from a position they were
ordered to occupy by their superiors.

(7) When attempts are made with the use of armed force
to penetrate a UN premises, installation, Displaced
persons/refugee camps, or cut off a UN force convoy.

(8) When attempts by force are made to prevent UNAMIR
personnel from carrying out missions assigned them by
their commanders; and

( 9 ) When attempts are made to abduct or arrest UN
civilians or Military personnel, displaced persons/
refugee in a UN camp, using force.

CRIMINAL ACTS

14. The recent history of Rwanda is burdened with civil war,
dislocation of large elements of the population as a result of the
civil war, terrorism, ethnic and political violence, armed banditry
and virtual economic collapse. The potential for a dramatic rise
in armed banditry during the UNAMIR mandate, due to the high
unemployment rate, mass deprivations and desertion from the army,
is very high.

15. For the most part, the maintenance of law and order, and,
therefore, responding to the control of criminal activity, is the
responsibility of the local police, monitored by the UNAMIR
Civilian police (UNCIVPOL) monitors. However, the ability of the
local police may be questionable in view of the role they played
in the war. As a very real possibility, UNAMIR military personnel
may be required to assist UNCIVPOL and local authorities, in
maintaining law and order. In these circumstances, these rules of
engagement would be used in support of the local authorities and
UNCIVPOL. In these circumstances, military personnel or units
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be placed in support of UNCIVPOL, who would act to support the
local police/ Gendarmerie in the maintenance of law and order.

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

17. UNAMIR has witnessed the brutal ethnically/politically
motivated massacres of innocent civilians during the war and these
are likely to continue. This will morally and legally require
UNAMIR to use all available means to halt these atrocities.
Examples are summary executions/ massacres/ attacks on displaced
persons or refugees, in UN camps, ethnic riots, attacks on
demobilized soldiers/ etc. During such occasions/ UNAMIR military
personnel will follow the ROE outlined in this directive, in
support of UNCIVPOL and local authorities or in their absence /
UNAMIR will take the necessary action to prevent the commitment of
any further crimes against humanity.

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

18. RULE NUMBER ONE: AUTHORITY TO CARRY ARMS.

a.

b.

STATE A:

STATE B:

AUTHORITY.

AUTHORITY GRANTED TO CARRY WEAPONS.

19. RULE NUMBER TWO: STATUS OF WEAPONS

a. STATE A: WEAPONS WILL BE CARRIED WITH LOADED
MAGAZINES.

b. STATE B: WEAPONS WILL BE CARRIED AND CHARGED AND MADE
SAFE.

20. RULE NUMBER THREE: RESPONSE TO HOSTILE INTENT OR HOSTILE
ACT WITHOUT THE USE OF FIRE.

a.

b.

c.

STATE A:

STATE B:

STATE C:

OBSERVE AND REPORT BUT WILL WITHDRAW IN ORDER
TO PRESERVE OWN FORCE.

STAY IN PLACE. MAKE CONTACT AND ESTABLISH
LIAISON WITH OPPOSING FORCE(S) AND/OR LOCAL
AUTHORITIES CONCERNED.

OBSERVE AND REPORT. STAY IN PLACE.
WARN AGGRESSOR VERBALLY OF INTENT TO USE FORCE
AND DEMONSTRATE RESOLVE BY APPROPRIATE MEANS
WITHOUT OPENING FIRE.
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OBSERVE AND REPORT. STAY IN PLACE. WARN
AGGRESSOR VERBALLY OF INTENT TO USE FORCE AND
DEMONSTRATE RESOLVE BY APPROPRIATE MEANS.
DEMONSTRATIVE USE OF FIRE IS AUTHORIZED.

21. RULE NUMBER FOUR: DISARMAMENT OF PARAMILITARY OR CIVILIANS.

a.

b.

STATE A:

STATE B:

NO AUTHORIZATION GRANTED.

AUTHORIZATION IS GRANTED. IN DOING SO, MAKE
OF MINIMUM FORCE AND ESCALATE TO INCLUDE USE
OF FIRE ARMS IF HOSTILE INTENT OF ACT IS
COMMITTED. HAND OVER TO APPROPRIATE
AUTHORITY AT THE EARLIEST OPPORTUNITY.

22. RULE NUMBER FIVE: INTERVENTION AND WARNING SHOTS

a.

b.

STATE A:

STATE B:

INTERVENTION IS PROHIBITED.

INTERVENTION BY FIRE FOR EFFECT AGAINST
POSITIVELY IDENTIFIED AND DESIGNATED
TARGETS ONLY AFTER WARNING SHOTS HAVE BEEN
FIRED AS PART OF THE WARNING PROCESS.

23. RULE NUMBER SIX: CONTROL OF WEAPONS SYSTEMS.

a.

b.

STATE A:

STATE B:

MANNING, PREPARATION, MOVEMENT AND FIRING OF
WEAPONS IN THE PRESENCE OF THE FORCES IN
CONFLICT IS PROHIBITED.

DESIGNATED ACTIVITY IN THE PRESENCE OF THE
FORCE IN CONFLICT IS PERMITTED BUT WILL BE
SPECIFIED BY THE FOLLOWING NOTES:

(1) MAN (TYPE OF SYSTEM).

(2) PREPARE (TYPE OF SYSTEM).

(3) MOVE (TYPE OF SYSTEM).

(4) FIRE (TYPE OF SYSTEM)

24. Normal Rules and States. In the normal, daily situation the
following ROE status will apply:

a. Rule No 1: State B (AUTHORITY GRANTED TO CARRY
WEAPONS).

b. Rule No 2: State A (WEAPONS WILL BE CARRIED AND CHARGED
AND MADE SAFE.
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c. Rule No 3: state B (STAY IN PLACE. MAKE CONTACT AND
ESTABLISH LIAISON WITH OPPOSING FORCE(S)
AND/OR LOCAL AUTHORITIES CONCERNED):

d. Rule No 4: state B (AUTHORIZATION IS GRANTED. IN
DOING SO, USE MINIMUM FORCE AND ESCALATE TO
INCLUDE USE OF FIRE ARM IF HOSTILE INTENT OR
ACT IS COMMITTED. HAND OVER TO APPROPRIATE
AUTHORITY AT THE EARLIEST OPPORTUNITY);

e. Rule No 5: State A (INTERVENTION IS PROHIBITED):

f. Rule No 6: State A (MANNING, PREPARATION, MOVEMENT AND
FIRING OF WEAPONS IN THE PRESENCE OF THE
FORCES IN CONFLICT IS PROHIBITED).

25. Thus to recap normal status: Changes in normal status
of ROE as described in para 21 for the Force as a whole will
be ordered by the Force Commander or in his absence by his
designated replacement. Unit commanders may request changes
in normal status which will be authorized by the Force Commander
or his designate. Unit commanders may order changes in normal
status for units or sub-units under their command if authorized by
the Force Commander or his representative.

CHALLENGING PROCEDURE

26. The following challenging procedure is to be followed in all
cases except where the immediate threat to self-defence dictates
immediate firing:

a. Warn the aggressor verbally to stop.

b. Repeat the verbal warning as may times as necessary
to ensure understanding.

c. Charge weapons if authorized.

d. Fire warning shots into the safe ground ensurlng ricochet
is impossible: and

e. If warning shots are ignored, open fire, on order and
under the control of a superior with single aimed fire for
effect until the protection task is complete. Escalate fire
for effect with other weapons systems on order only of the
appropriate commander.
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UN RESTRICTED
OPENING FIRE WITHOUT CHALLENGING

27. The only circumstances under which it is permissible to open
fire without challenging are if an attack by an aggressor comes so
unexpectedly that even a moment's delay could:

a. Lead to death or serious injury to personnel.

b. Lead to death or serious injury to persons who are
under the protection of UNAMIRi and

c. Lead to the theft, damage or destruction of UNAMIR
property or property UNAMIR has been mandated to protect.

ACTION BEFORE OPENING FIRE

28. On all occasions before opening fire, UNAMIR personnel will be
guided by the principle of minimum force. Commanders will always
give a verbal warning before commencing to fire and warning shots
should be fired before resorting to fire for effect, except in
the circumstances outlined in para 27, where fire for effect will
be opened immediately. In normal circumstances, the following
sequence should be applied:

a. Warning. Depending on the circumstances, a warning may
be given orally, by a sign or by illumination (ie hand-held
red flares, search-lights, etc). Warning should also be
passed up the chain of command with continuous situation
Reports;

b. Warning sbots. If the threat continues, warning shots
should be fired into a safe area where there is no danger of
ricochet or collateral damage; and

c. Fire for Effect. If the above measures have had no
effect on the situation, UNAMIR personnel may, under orders
and control, fire for effect.

ACTION DURING FIRING

29. Aimed fire will be fired for effect, ie fired at the center
of visible mass of the target. Fire must be controlled and will
not be indiscriminate. Automatic fire and fire of support weapons
will only be used as a last resort and only on the orders of the
appropriate commander in the chain of command. Fire for effect
will only continue as long as it is necessary to achieve the
immediate aim. Through fire control orders, the commander on the
scene will indicate and control the fire, preferably directed at
the leaders or instigators of the threat. Continual situation
reports will be forwarded through the chain of command.
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UN RESTRICTED
ACTION AFTER FIRING

30. After firing for effect, commanders should ensure the
following actions are taken:

a. Medical. Any wounded, including those fired upon by
UNAMIR personnel will be given first aid, if such an action
can be done without further endangering the lives of UN
personnel.

b. Recording. The incident will be recorded including:

(1) Time of firing.

(2) The weapons fired.

c. Reporting. The above information will be reported
through the chain of command to Force HQ, ATTN Force Commander
and Chief Operations Officer:

(1) Who or what was fired on.

(2) Where the incident occurred.

(3) Why UN personnel opened fire.

(4) When the incident and all activities including
firing occurred.

(5) How the situation developed.

(6) What the current situation is.

CONCLUSION

31. No definitive directive can be created that can detail
every possible action for every possible situation. The aim of
this directive is to issue direction that would serve to guide
commanders and soldiers at all levels in the use of force. It
is critical and mandatory that all members of UNAMIR understand
this directive and apply it to any situation that may develop and
will require the use of force.

12
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32. In conclusion, all commanders must ensure that this directive
is translated into their national language and that all soldiers
under their command are completely familiar with its contents and
intent.

RA DALLAIRE
Major-General
Force Commander

Appendices:

1. Aid Memoire for UNAMIR Troops.

2. Rules of Engagement - Hostile Aircraft.
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OUTGOING CODE CABLE

TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NY

THROUGH: MAJ-GEN BARIL

FROM: MAJ-GEN DALLAIRE, UNAMIR, KIGALI

NUMBER:

DATE: MAY 94

SUBJECT: RE-ASSESSMENT OF NEW PHASE II

References:

C / Pi /J-~)S
Gt) )i {\ ~< j./ t 'S' (l 'I

(r~~ ,/v//JY

f/C R/9.r n

A.

B.

My _~~__

My _

dated 21 May 94.

dated

C. Your UNAMIR 1778 dated 26 May 94.

1. As a follow on to references A and B, to consultations

with Mr. Iqbal Riza and Maj Gen Baril over last few days, to

the results of discussions your staff has had with U.S.

personnel at reference C, and lastly to the daily changing

situation of both RPF and RGF political/military authorities
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and capabilities on the ground, a review of our Phase I and

Phase II concept of operations and deployment plans is

essential .

2. Political Situation. Mr. Dessande works on the

discussions with RPF and RGF and current state of affairs.

Speak here of cease fire actions.

3. Military Situation. The RPF continue their pressure on

the Kigali city area and have now reached the main axis

between GITARAMA (current seat of RGF Government) and Butare

at a village called KIGOMA (approx 20 KM south of GITARAMA) .

The RGF have moved more elements into the GITARAMA area but

have also moved their training schools, and the like, down to

Butare and GIKONGO towns. Our reconnaissance to CYANGUGU to

look at the airfield and see the people held up in the stadium

failed as the Prefect, but mostly certain RGF officers,

refused access to the city and to our planned recce sites.

They were most aggrieved and uncooperative. They in fact let

the team believe that they thought us to be RPF spies. The

trip to and from CYANGUGU was done without any significant

problems (even going though 41 barriers each way) except for

the tens of thousands of refugees moving south on the road

from Kigali to Butare. There were no refugees on the road

between Butare and CYANGUGU. The Butare garrison was very

cooperative and we even recuperated three of our vehic s that

had been left behind in the early days of the war. In Kigali,

the RGF garrison is thinning out with soldiers moving their

families with them. They claim to be running low on
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ammunition, both here and elsewhere. The RUHENGERI area is not

clear but harassing fire is continuing. The militias/self

defence groups' leadership in Kigali has left for either

GITARAMA or GISENYI. Their followers are still in evidence but

do not seem coordinated at this time. There are no signs of

any counter offensive capabilities in the RGF and, if any

thing, GITARAMA seems to be the next defensive line for them.

4. Administrative/Logistics Situation. The bulk of the

civilian staff is still Nairobi with the CAO coordinating

future planning and needs with the military staff here in

Kigali. The single Hercules C 130 aircraft will be continuing

the resupply but our mission reserves are now down to 8 days

of food and fuel and 30 days of water. Alternate road means to

send our stocks back up to 30 days is being iated as the

aircraft must get humanitarian resources in to feed/medicate

over 15,000 refugees under our direct control. We have had no

maintenance done on our vehicles and vehicles have been

destroyed/damaged by shell fire. All staff and troops have

been in combat conditions for the last 55 odd days without any

reI f/welfare/tour out of the theatre at all.

5. Secure Airhead. The Force still has the Ghanbatt Bn HQ,

C Coy and the Log/Sp Platoon (+) on the airfield specific

sites (including the main terminal) using a large part of the

infrastructure. We have also established a refugee camp of

1,200 persons in the rfield compound. The RPF have invested

the inner perimeter of the airfield and control with us the

main areas. The tower is manned jointly but air operations
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controls are controlled by us solely. The RPF refuse to take

away their troops and insist on co-habitation with us with

guarantees of our unlimited use for humanitarian activities

and our logistic support. As of today, the airfield is still

within range of RGF guns but we have neither seen nor heard

any firing by them for the last two days. Air operations are

still dependant on both sides giving their agreement to impede

neither the flight nor the ground operations. The air corridor

is however totally over the RPF controlled zone.

6.

7. Concept of Operations. In previous correspondence, the

overall concept of deploying in three places, over a period of

one month, a five (5) battalion force with 300 odd UNMOs and

support elements for a total of 5500 military personnel, to

provide the security and monitoring of humanitarian efforts

throughout the country, and to pursue in parallel the

negotiations and possible implementation of a cease fire has

proven to be both unattainable logistically (airlift and APC)

and also politically (troop contributions). The significant

delays being registered from all fronts to support the

original concept and milestones have affected the original

assumptions for the use/need of the force (i.e tasks) and the

overall deployment plan. This necessary readjustment will

surely have to be reviewed again in the future in view of the

delays, and possibly the force structure changes, being

imposed by all involved agencies.



8. Obiective of the Mission. After considerable on going

discussions with both parties, the enormous humanitarian

reli and security problems, although not in anyway relegated

to second place, cannot be addressed in any reasonable

fashion, be it in both RPF and particularly RGF territory,

without the full feet a monitored cease fire. Such a

cease-fire must include all militia! f de elements.

Thus, a reassessment of the priority of effort of the mandate

must be considered for the mission. At a minimum, a parallel

effort is essent for the cease fire and humanitarian

security.

TASKS OF THE MISSION

9. With Secure KIA {Phase I)

a. GHANBATT

(1) Secure KIA as UN Neutral Territory or with RPF.

(2) Receive rest of the strength and reconstitute

the bn.

(3) Provide one pI for the protection of Force HQ.

(4) Protect refugees at Amahoro Stadium with one

coy ( ) and refugees at KIA.

(5) Provide up to 4 armed escorts on requirement.
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(6) Earmark one coy to be deployed at

BUTARE/GISENYI/GABIRO.

(7) Earmark main one pl to be the force reserve.

(8) Be prepared to secure newly made refugee

camps/safe havens in Kigali city area.

(9) Be prepared to monitor cease fire on order.

b. TUN COY

(l) Continue to provide security at Hotel Meridien,

King Faisal Hospital and Milles Collines.

(2) Provide APC escorts on order.

(3) Be prepared to undertake tasks as ordered by

Force HQ.

(4) Be prepared to take over the responsibility of

def pl from GHANBATT on orders.

c . MILOB GP HQ

(l) Reorg and provide UNMOs to Force HQ and MILOB

HQ.

(2) Estb MILOB Kigali Sector HQ.
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(3) Provide escorts for humanitarian aid convoys.

(4) Monitor the process of the return of Rwandese

refugees/displaced persons and their resettlement.

(5) Monitor the security situation on a 24 hrs

basis.

(6) Investigate and report on any incidents of

harassment refugees/displaced persons by illegal

gangs or individuals.

(7) Be prepared to deploy on order to Kigali area

for the protection of threatened, isolated

refugees/displaced persons/installations.

(8) Be prepared to send UNMO teams throughout the

country.

(9) Continue to maintain the MULINDI Sector.

(10) Be prepared to monitor the observance of the

cease-fire agreement.

(11) Negotiate for settlement when disputes or

confrontations arise between UNAMIR armed units and

local military forces or mil ia groups and conduct
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investigat accordingly.

10.

a . GHANBATT.

(1) Maintain presence of at KIA.

(2) Provide security to retuqees

KIA.

at Amahoro

(3) Provide to 4 armed escorts on request.

(4) Establi secure base at BUTARE/GABIRO/GISENYI

with min of a fIe coy.

(5) Provide escorts for convoys from forward bases

to Kigali.

(6) Provide security to newly estb refugee camps in

Kigali area.

(7) Provide security to

at BUTARE/GABIRO/GISINYI.

b. TUN COY.

Log Base to be located

(1) Continue to provide security at Hotel Meridien[
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King Faisal Hospital and Milles Collines.

(2) Provi APC escorts on order.

(3) Be prepared to undertake other tasks on order

from Force HQ.

(4) Be prepared to take over the responsibilities

of GHANBATT def pl on orders.

c. MILOB GP HQ.

(1) Reorg and deploy UNMOs to Force HQ and MILOB Gp

HQ.

(2) Estb Kigali Sector HQ and deploy UNMOs within

the sector.

(3) Estb GITARAMA - BUTARE Sector and deploy UNMOs

within the sector.

(4) Provide escorts for convoys moving from BUTARE

to KIGALI.

(5) Provide LOs for border area duties on the

Rwanda/Burundi border.

(6) Be prepared to monitor the borders.
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(7) Negotiate for the settlement of disputes or

confrontations arising between UNAMIR armed units·

and local military forces or militia groups and

investigate accordingly.

(8) Provide escorts for humanitarian aid convoys.

(9) Monitor the process of the return of Rwandese

refugees/displaced persons and their resettlement.

(10) Monitor the security situation on a 24 hrs

basis.

(11) Investigate and report on any incidents of

harassment of refugees/displaced persons by illegal

gangs or individuals.

(12) Be prepared to deploy on order to Kigali area

for the protection of threatened, isolated

refugees/displaced persons/installations:

(13) Be prepared to send UNMO teams throughout the

country.

(14) Continue to maintain MULINDI Sector.

(15) Be prepared to monitor' the observance of the

cease-fire agreement.
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11. Phased Approach. The analysis of all the pertinent

factors that come into play at this time reveal that the

security situation surrounding the humanitarian security

effort is most unstable in the RGF zone and overly controlled,

if not obstructed in the RPF zone. Furthermore, the overall

military situation, with its ramifications on the

political/governmental state of affairs, is evolving by the

hour. It is not possible to predict either the final outcome

of the war, the length of time they plan to cont to

fight, or, of course, the state in which either belligerent

will find self in the end. This totally unpredictable

scenario precludes any definitive state of deployment to cater

for either cease-fire monitoring, or humanitarian aid bases of

operations. It is however essential and prudent to initiate

1 activities from the most secure base and project as

rapidly as possible, with local overwhelming force, the

security efforts to the humanitarian programme. Thus the

three anned approaches presented to the Secretary-General

report to the Security Counc is deemed still appropriate in

nature but requiring changes in content, effort and

milestones.

12. Phase I. Kigali will remain the capital and the

microcosm of the country. The population, although

significantly reduced over the last while, will most certainly

return to their damaged infrastructure. The ebb and flow of

activity in and around this city will not diminish as 1 the

peaceful roads go through it, and the international airport

remains a critical li line. The fight for Kigali is not over
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and the overall state of food, sanitation and infrastructure

is either damaged or gone. The KIA is now jointly occupied by

RPF and UNAMIR but is still within range of RGF guns. The

chances of the KIA becoming a UN territory are nil and the

best scenario we can hope for is the autonomy of UNAMIR

support operations and secure humanitarian usage, under joint

monitoring by RPF, and hopefully out of range of RGF guns in

the near future. The approach and departure from the KIA is

already completely over the RPF zone, when considering the

estimated time of deployment of any major weapon/equipment

systems to achieve the Phase I force and capability levels

described in the Secretary-General's report, a delay of

anywhere from 5 to 8 weeks can expect This time frame

is large enough to permit the RPF to achieve complete control

of Kigali, to finalize and implement a cease-fire, and to have

major humanit an efforts well installed for full actions.

13. The troops assigned to tasks/dispositions of the Force in

Phase I according to above analysis must reflect an

absolutely essential Force capable of establishing a secure

base of operations, with enough resources available to respond

punctually to peripheral deployments in response to critical

humanitarian security and support tasks. The force structure

will be:

a. GHANBATT. An 800 man mechanized Bn made up 3

line Coys and cbt sp coy made up of mortar pl (3 x 21

men), recce with snipers, a pioneer pl, 1 on M-113

APCs, a HQ and Comd sp coy with second line capabilities
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in maintenance and medical. The unit will be deployed

Kigali between KIA 1 Amahoro complex and the BYUBAT (Golf)

site.

b. Force HOs. Apart from some internal structure

changes, which include the increase of the defence coy(

to 60 Tunisians from 40, this HO will remain in the

Amahoro Complex.

c. MILOB GP. A total of approximately 120 ~~Os will

be deployed in/around Kigali Sector, in liaison tasks at

RGF and RPF HOs, and the HQ in the Amahoro Complex.

d. Log Sp Bn Advance Party. This body of troops of

approximately 300 personnel is to meet essenti cr ical

requirements and also conduct pre planning l staffing and

establishment of services and support for t current

and, most importantly, the follow on forces. The advance

party breakdown is :

(1) Medical Coy. This unit must arrive as

complete as possible as literally no capability

exists now in the country. It must treat surgical

and internal cases, and also irclude a dent

capability. The 100 man org will set up its

operations in the King Faisal Hospital complex and

must expect to work with other international

agencies in the humanitarian support role.



(2) Move Control Pl. This element must be as

complete as possible as it will be the primary

reception coord element of the force and the

Mission. These 20 odd personnel will operate from

the KIA.

(3) Transport Platoon. The volume of logistics

build up due to the mechanization of GHANBATT and

the preparation of Phase II increases call for a

minimum lift capability in the Force. This lift

will also serve to meet the supply needs of sub

units deployed elsewhere on punctual humanitarian

security tasks, and to give the force humanitarian

support assets in this terribly critical time. The

pI should have up to 30 x 3 to 5 ton cargo trucks

(military pattern) with inherent control and maint

capabilities. Thus, an element of up to 65 personnel

is anticipated. Up to 5 of these trucks should be

bowsers for fuel and water.

(4) Bn Comd and Log Ops Cell. This is the heart of

the command, control and planning of the future log

support for the Force. This entity must coordinate

and execute all facets of logistic needs; integrate

with CAO staff, handle current needs and prepare the

infrastructure assets to be erected for warehousing,

distribution and accounting of stores. This element

should be commanded by at least a Maj and be made up

of up to 55 personnel.
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(5 ) Engineer Coy. This critic unit will have

an enormous mine clearing, road, bridge and

rehabilitation tasks for humanitarian support and,

just as critically, for the Force resupply and

living/garrison needs. The advance party must be

capable of minimum work tasks but mostly handle the

enormous assessment and reconnaissance tasks. A

total of about 60 personnel should meet this need.

e. Deployment Timing of Phase I. The deploYment of

troops to Phase I into Rwanda without the essential

operational equipment is totally unacceptable. There is

no value at all, in fact it would cause us significant

logistics, security and medical problems, to have an

increase in force levels without the tools to do the

minimum of work. Reference indicates that it will

take no less than 5 weeks for delivery, plus contract

negotiation time, plus decision time, plus operational

training and field preparation time in theatre.

Consequently, we may be looking at up to 8 weeks delay

before effective operational deploYment of GHANBATT. This

delay does not have to be related to any of the other

elements of the Phase I force. We must continue to move

all other personnel and equipment with the maximum of

haste (by air) in order to get the fundamental ground

work done. On another level, this extended delay in the

deploYment of the rest of GHANBATT, and the total lack of

any welfare capability the troops and staffs, we may
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have to conduct an e

battle fatigue.

rotation of personnel to

f.

Phase 1. Any attempt at project where this war will

be two months is speculative at best. One may

anticipate fi ing to be ended but t final disposition

of forces cannot be predicted. If a cease fire has been

achieved during this time frame, will we have other

forces to monitor it, will we accept non-APC mounted

forces to monitor it? These questions are yet to be

staf but most certainly, if the opportunity a

cease-fire is there, then we cannot permit ourselves to

halt the moni because of APCs alone. If any other

guaranteed mobility is permitted, then GHANBATT should be

moved ASAP, and the full complement of 320 UNMOs

activated (with vehicles and radios) also. The security

state in country, which includes the attitude of the

RPF to outs agencies operating in ir zone, will

have the a full opportunity to worsen in the RGF if the

current pattern the war continues. De ir,

overreaction and recriminations, purges, ethnic cleansing

could take on astronomic proportions if the RPF continues

their assault. Signs of s horrific situation are

already seen as radios are stating extensively that

weeding out is occurring now. The thousands of people

still hiding or surrounded/threatened in large groups

throughout countryside and towns will be ever more

vulnerable to the dangers that we have ready seen in



the last two months. The state of fairs both zones

by the time UNAMIR Phase I is completed cannot be

assessed with any optimism whatsoever. The killings will

most certainly continue, the food/medical etc. needs will

increase exponentially. With several hundreds of

thousands of people in advanced stages malnut tion

and related diseases that will exacerbate the rel f

tasks, the mobility the relief agencies will continue

to be more restricted and dangerous. Unless there is an

outright surrender, or a total collapse the government

(which may not make our tasks much easier as they may

1 we have had a role it), or a stalemate cease-f

with a strong control established over the rear area

milit and self-defence groups, the Phase I deployment,

when it finally s deployed, will be litt value,

exc in its principal task of securing the Mission's

base of operations. Acknowledging t such a task is of

major significance, it comes so late the exercise that

one wonders how we can justify it unless it is intimate

linked with a concurrent deployment of Phase II assets.

g. Phase II. The original, fast-pace deployment

conc had the two subsequent mechanized Bns and the

Force Logistics Bn brought to 1 ef iveness between

14 and 31 days the adoption of the resolution (31

May - 14 Jun). During this time frame, it was estimated

that the situation would require a firm secure base in

Kigali as soon as possible and then the immediate

deployment forces into the heart of the high-threat
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area of the west and south-west, with a monitoring

presence in RPF zone. rapid, extensive,

overwhelming presence of a up to two large mechanized

Infantry Bns the Butare GITARAMA prefectures would

stabilize the remaining government forces s-a-vis the

RPF, but also give it the it needed to take on

and disarm the militias and f-defence groups. The RGF

Army and Gendarmerie do not have the confidence nor t

sense of that leadership is capable

acating the subversive line elements of the

militia self defence groups, and because of that do not

wish to over expose themse , either individually or

units. use of the UNAMIR forces, deployed in

strong mech coy locations around known endangered

population s eSt having enough strength in

mandate/equipment/personnel could greatly assist the

local authorit in the reduction of tension and in

build up of security. These forces would work with the

Gendarmerie and the Army gain its spurs by

demonstrating restraint yet determination to get the

people and aid through. It was seen as a big brother

(UNAMIR) coming to help the little brother (local

Gendarmerie/Army), scare off or at least support the

efforts and move the bully aside. But with Phase I

anticipated coming to fruit so late, is this overall

role really inent or at least necessary at that t ?

Will there be anyone left to save from t dangerous

groups? Will the militia and self-defence groups still

in existence, or will they have been either wiped out
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or gone underground? will the RPF gain full control by

winning or because the other side has caved in

completely? Will there be an army or a Gendarmerie left

in the non-RPF occupied zone with which to work should

the government collapse and the RPF not have the

capability or desire to conquer the whole country?

14. The possible state of security in the country,

particularly the government side, two months hence may vary

from full RPF control with its limitations, to total anarchy

in a desperate RGF zone squeezed between the RPF and the

Zaire/Burundi borders. Under a total RPF control, the problem

of security for humanitarian actions will be that of

monitoring classic aid deliveries by UNMOs, investigating

possible abuses of human rights of individuals by CIVPOLs and

possibly assisting in the protection of persons/groups from

revenge killings from all sides, with very limited armed

military capability and a reasonable size logistics/engineer

effort. At the other end of the spectrum, we may face a

Somalia-type clan or area controlling elements responding to

no said authority, and dedicated to its own local self

interests. In such a case, the mandate, the equipment and the

size of the force proposed in the Secretary-General's report

will not permit any reasonable level of help to those In

desperate need. The risks would be totally unacceptable until

some sort of inside authority is able to gain the upper hand.

In the centre between these two eventualities lies the

prospect of a Cyprus-type cease-fire green line between RPF

and RGF, with possibly a different/moderate government and
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army leadership. The possibility exists of RGF enclaves

holding out and needing a buffer zone around them. The large

number of displaced persons camps may be in the same

predicament. Banditry and small guerilla/militia actions are

certainly still possible in this centre view. If no side

wins and no side loses, the most deprived side will be open to

local exploitation by subversive elements.

15. The potential for either the centre option at best and

the anarchy option at worst is readily apparent. It would

seem sheer folly to dream of a reasonably serene security

environment even after two months or more from now. One can

rightly deduce that security and monitoring forces are

essential to cater for the most probable situation that we

will face.

16. The force structure and deployment proposed in the

Secretary-General's report to the Security Council reflects

the reality of the potential threat that will most likely

exist in Rwanda for some time to come. The presence of not

only armed troops and UNMOs to provide static guards for

displaced-persons camps, for groups in danger, and for

investigation and monitoring is critical. Just as important,

the requirement exists for mobile security forces that can

move about in response to specific calls for increased

security, be they the habitual convoy escort, the security at

distribution points here and there, or the critical

emergency/spontaneous response to explosive situations caused

by anything from minority harassment to banditry, to fights
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for food, to VIP visits, to securing investigation sites. The

volume and types of weapons that proliferate this country

are such, that a reasonable level of protection is essential

for any force to conduct operations. Only the use of APCs, in

the norm, with their added shock effort and potential fire

power for extraction purposes, can give to the troops and to

those whom we wish to support, to move around, to escort, to

protect, the level of confidence deemed essential.

17. Phase II Force Structure. The personnel and major

equipment required to implement, even a belated, Phase II,

must not be reduced in scale nor in content. At least one of

these Phase II Bns must have the full APC capability in order

to give it the inherent secure flexibility of employment

anywhere within the highest threat area of the country. To

reduce this unit to possibly a single coy of APCs will

eliminate its capability to deploy sub-units to more isolated

areas for specific mid-term tasks. Soft skins vehicles are

what this force had in the past and it had significant

limitations that prevented any reassignment of these forces

into areas of higher risk and tension. This meant we had to

withdraw from assisting the local authorities and those in

dire need because of our own insecurity.

18. That the second Phase II Bn have only one APC coy, and

that such a structure remain for the Phase III Bns is quite

appropriate. This second Phase II Bn will be deployed in such

a way as to permit the mechanized Bn to conduct more isolated

and mobile/fluid operations in higher threat areas. This
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lighter-equipped Bn will be able to provide the depth security

in areas that have seen cleaned of the higher risk elements

and in fact will give a securing presence in attempts of

normalizing, with the local authorities and our CIVPOL, the

general state of security. The one APC coy will be an

inherent reserve capability to the Bn in order to influence

the situation in any local disturbance or flare up.

19. Cease-fire monitoring. This demanding task has been

described previously in this paper and cannot be simply

relegated to our phased approach to this mission. It is

expected that, as has happened in the past, and will happen

again under the overall situation analysis presented above,

what will certainly be a very long and difficult process of

peace agreement negotiations, will see several violent

violations. This Phase 2 component of the Force cannot be

relegated to a schedule of deployment based on humanitarian

tasks only. We must be in a position to effect immediately

the modalities of the cease fire and not let this most

critical opportunity go by.

20. Deployment of Phase II. It would seem that the proposed

time frames for the Phase I and II of UNAMIR in its new

mandate will not be met at all. As previously agreed, the

late Phase I deployment will have significant ramifications on

our tasks and usefulness in Rwanda, particularly if there is a

cease-fire to start monitoring in the next days or possibly

weeks. To then consider the subsequent deployment of Phase II

would mean a delay in the operational effectiveness of Phase
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II force that could take up to two months again as the

Security Council ponders the requirement and the contributing

countries and FOD attempt to get the assets here on the

ground. Where will Rwanda be in either peace, security or

humanitarian autonomy in four months time is not easy to

predict? will the analysis conducted above after the two

months milestone be better or worst? It would seem, from the

state of affairs we are observing, that not only the

results/damage of the war will cause significant problems, but

the large number of displaced persons movements and camps, the

lack of food crops, the state of the national infrastructure,

the enormous amount of sick/deceased/injured people, the

proliferation of arms and the banditry problems that already

existed before the war, all point to a decaying general state

of affairs that may quite likely have degenerated to outright

anarchy. This state of affairs will not attract the

humanitarian agencies to come and readily ass and it will

only exacerbate the general situation.

21. The above analysis, which may seem to the reader to be

the a worst case scenario, is still a most plausible

assessment of the situation. Under such conditions, moving in

a few Infantry Bns will not make any major impact, and in fact

may create significant problems of equitability of support

within the country. Many more troops, a lot more aid

(particularly medical) will be needed to re-establish a

situation that has gone all the way down hill. That is why

the concept of Phase II to be initiated after the results of

Phase I are assessed, considering the delays now being



imposed l is a totally ineffective and dangerous solution. To

be of any reasonable use l all the force must be on the ground

within the month from the Security Council decision of 17 May

94 1 as even that decision is in itself late by weeks. SOl

within the two months we speak of having Phase assets

operational I we must an continue get at least Phases I and II

worth of assets effective on the ground.

22. There must a deployment of Phase I and II

assets with deliberate planning for Phase III assets l i.e the

2 Infantry Bns. Due to the enormous delays in deployment I

Phase II must include 1 the support elements fully

operational} except possibly the full complement of

helicopters l and not wait for Phase III. The means that by

the end of the two-month period ahead l at the latest l

particularly if there is a cease fire monitoring l the

following forces must be on the ground:

a. GHANBATT complete.

b. Mech Inf Bn complete.

c. Motorized Bn complete.

d. Force Support Bn complete.

e. Aviation Sqn at at least 50% of both types AC.

f. HQ and Signals Sqn complete.
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g. UNMOs complete.

23. The physical deployment of these Phase II forces will be

conducted according to a continuation of the Phase I plan as

we wish the two Phases to be rolled up into one. The

deployment plan reflected below will be amended if and when a

cease-fire monitoring situation presents itself. This

monitoring task will be lead by the UNMOs and bached up by

whatever formed troops are on the ground and that are not

committed to such humanitarian tasks like protection of

isolated groups, like convoys of persons seeking refuge on the

other side (whichever it is), like assisting in the

distribution of aid. The faster we get both the UNMOs and the

troops on the ground, the more effective our double-band

activities can progress, i.e. the cease-fire monitoring and

the humanitarian assistance.

24. The concept of operations for the simultaneous deploYment

of Phases I and II forces, which must remain flexible due to

the cease fire monitoring, will evolve as follows:

a. Secure Kigali base of operations as priority one

effort by all agencies. This means transport, logistics,

vehicles, all dedicated to putting in place all the

elements of Phase I. The KIA is now jointly manned by

RPF and UNAMIR, with all flights using RPF-held territory

only. The possibility of the RGF or uncontrolled

elements on the government side turning against UNAMIR,
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in size as the tasks and mobility can permit.

b. Phase II assets must more in tandem with Phase II

possibly with some slight offsetting. Phase II units

must hit the ground through BUJUMBURA in order to secure

the border to BUTARE and BUTARE base of operations. This

force will then expand from BUTARE towards both north and

west in order to provide secure support to the

humanitarian efforts l in concert with the local

authorities and to the extent that the

situation/attitude/desire for secure humanitarian support

the locals are willing to permit or have assistance in.

The Bn will be based in BUTARE with coys

deployed in that prefecture in coy-size locations. The

necessary Bn will be deployed similarly to the .

Bn into the GITARAMA prefecture with its HQ in the town.

With both these Bns coming in on the heels or at near

synchronous with the Phase I Bn l then we can provide a

corridor of security between the border and KIGALI that

will be the width of the prefecture question and

incorporating a significantly large portion of the

refugee/displaced persons problem.

25. The area of concern still not fully analyzed is the

islands of persons who fear their li and how many of

them we can help by local/intimate protection by moving them

to large centres/groupings I by moving into the other zone.

Responses to their needs will be coordinated with the local

authorities.
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26. Conclusion. This paper has described the current

situation, has projected the conflict and the humanitarian

problem into the future, and has raised the concerns in any

lethargic response by the UN to deploy Phase I and Phase II as

soon as possible. The delays now being raised to our attention

for even Phase I seriously undermines the whole humanitarian,

cease-fire monitoring mission in Rwanda, if we must wait for

up to possibly four months to have 3 x Bns in this country.

Delays of months will preclude our ability to respond to the

cease-fire monitoring and will not permit a reasonably secure

humanitarian relief programme. The deployment of both Phases I

and II assets in the maximum two-months time frame is critical

to any success in assisting in the stabilization of this

situation. The operational concept securing a base in

KIGALI and BUTARE simultaneously in order to permit the

fective introduction of forces into Rwanda, and in the most

critical human suffering and insecure areas of the country.


